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Campus media grill candidates
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

The Undergraduate Student
Government presidential and
vice-presidential candidates
outlined their primary goals
and answered student questions during a panel discussion
Wednesday night.
The forum, organized by
members of the Founders
Quadrangle resident advising
staff, provided University students and a panel of representatives from various campus
media with an opportunity to
ask the USG candidates about
their campaign platforms.
Panel members included Jeff
Ingalls, general manager of
WFAL; Matt Keough, general
manager of WBGU and Julie
Wallace, editor of The BG
News.
Jeniffer Butterfield and Michelle Revelt, resident advisers in Founders, served as
moderators for the event.
Candidates were asked by
one panel member to explain
their proposed solutions to the
lack of classes offered by various University departments.
Colleen McGinty, vicepresidential candidate, said
she will work with her runningmate, Kevin Coughlin, to lobby
the University Board of
Trustees for additional courses
in high-demand areas.
"For the size of tuition Bowl-

Candid Candidates

BG News/Brock Visnlch

(Jndegraduate Student Government presidential candidates Kraig Baker (left).junior prelaw major, and Jamie Slavin (right), senior sport management major, listen to fellow can-

ing Green charges, I believe
(the University) should deliver
the same quality of education
to the students," she said.
Kraig Baker, presidential
candidate, said in addition to
offering more course sections,
he believes the University
should hire more faculty.
"I think that even though a

tuition increase is inevitable,
we can take this money and use
it in a positive sense to hire
more teachers," he said.
Another issue addressed to
the candidates by the panel
was the planning of more nonalcoholic events Tor students.
Kevin Coughlin, presidential
candidate, said the non-

didate Kevin Coughlin (center), freshman political science major, at the (JSG Forum in
Founders cafeteria Wednesday night.

alcoholic bars which currently
exist on campus "provide
excellent alternatives for students who don't want to drink.
Jamie Slavin, presidential
candidate, said she will work to
implement programs for students which will hopefully
make them understand that it's

OK not to drink."
A third issue the candidates
discussed was campus lighting
and safety.
"The reason there has been
no money for additional lighting on campus is because that
money went to pay for an information booth which the stu-

dents will never use," Craig
Taliaferro, vice-presidential
candidate, said.
Todd Gibson, vicepresidential candidate, said he
will work with Baker, his running-mate, to allocate money
for additional lighting in campus parking lots.

Tobacco sale ban possible Witness informs North jury
of Contra contribution pleas
meeting Tuesday, Faculty Senate voted down the proposal to
ban smoking in University buildings and the sale of tobacco
products on campus. The vote
came one day after the Undergraduate Student Government
unanimously rejected the proposal.
Bartley Brennan, chair of
Faculty Senate, said if Olcamp
implements the proposed ban on
tobacco sales. Faculty Senate
will take the matter to the Board
of Trustees.
Senate Counsel Steven Ludd
said during Tuesday's meeting
"without specific statutory authority to restrict the sale of
tobacco products, the University
may be targeting itself for future litigation by those who
would allege it has selectively
and without a rational basis
prohibited the sale of their products."
Brennan said education programs on the hazards of smoking should be started instead of
unilateral action to ban legal
products.

by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor

Despite two recent decisions
not to endorse a University
non-smoking proposal. University President Paul Olscamp
expects to implement a campuswide ban on the sale of tobacco
products before Fall semester.
Olscamp said the possible ban
is an administrative matter,
therefore, he does not need the
University Board of Trustee's
approval to institute the ban. He
added that he will discuss the
ban with the trustees at their
meetings March 9 and 10.
Olscamp said he is following
one of the recommendations of
the University Task Force on
Health by banning the oncampus sale of tobacco. He said,
according to University counsel
— the law offices of Marshall
and Melhorn —there is no problem with banning the sale of
tobacco products at the University.
However, during its regular

Three charged
in city drug bust
by Beth Church
assistant wire editor

After three to six months of
investigation. Bowling Green
police charged three area
men with drug violations
Monday.
Patrick Payne of Gibsonburg and Michael W. Kuhar,
703 Second St. *1B. were
charged with drug abuse and
Brian Gordon of Oak Harbor
was charged with permitting
drug abuse, according to
Police Chief Galen Ash.
Payne and Gordon were
present when police searched
an apartment at 505 dough
St. *B17 Jan. 4, acting on a
confidential tip. Officers dis-

covered drugs, rolling
papers, a set of scales and
other drug paraphernalia.
In another incident Sept. 4,
1988, officers were informed
through the Crimestoppers
Erogram of a large amount of
ashish — a narcotic made
from Indian hemp — at Kuhar's residence. While the
police were executing a
search warrant. Kuhar attempted to avoid officers but
was apprehended after being
chased several blocks.
During the search of his
apartment, police said Kuhar
told them the hashish was at
his girlfriend's apartment,
605 Second St. #G. Kim Finkhousen, Kuhar's girlfriend,
D See Drugs, page 5.

Thursday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport. Increasing cloudiness Is
expected today with
a high of 40-45. Tonight will be partly
cloudy with a low of
25. Tomorrow will be
mostly sunny and
warmer with a high of
50.

>»

"If we do these things, we
show our maturity as an institution," Brennan said. "This kind
of patronizing approach to students and faculty is contrary to
everything a shared governance
system stands for.
"Even though I disagree with
Dr. Olscamp on this particular
action, I praise his efforts in
working with a shared governance system."
Until a definite date is given
for suspension of tobacco sales,
Greg Predmore, Union administrative assistant, said he will
keep ordering tobacco products
for sale in the University Union.
"For the most part the stuff I
order runs out in a week anyway, so I will have no problem
selling what I have (if a ban is
approved)," Predmore said.
Dave Crooks, director of the
University Union, said although
the Union would lose several
thousand dollars annually if
tobacco sales are banned, it is a
loss worth taking.
See Ban, page 4.

by Harry Rosenthal
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — Oliver North made
impassioned pleas about the Nicaraguan Contras
to well-heeled contributors who came through
later with large checks, a witness told the North
jury Wednesday. He described one contribution
that exceeded $i million in stocks.
North, who is charged with lying to Congress
about his activities on behalf of the Contras, was
also quoted by the witness as saying he was willing
to risk iail and didn't "care if I have to lie to Congress about this."
Once, testified conservative fund-raiser Carl K.
Channell, North met Nelson Bunker Hunt in Dallas' fancy Petroleum Club and went through a
Eitch about what North said was a need for $5 milon to $6 million for planes, missiles and other aid
to keep the rebels going.
"The only thing that sticks in my mind is that
Bunker said, what are you going to do? Do you
mind getting into trouble?" Channell testified. He
said North replied:
"I don't care if I have to go to jail for this; I don't
care if I have to lie to Congress about this." Hunt,

Channell said, "didn't laugh, but he chortled."
North himself did not take the checks, Channell
said, and at the end of the meeting with Hunt he
left, saying "something like 'you all are going to
talk about money and I can't take any money.
At the time. North was a lieutenant colonel in the
Marine Corps and assigned to the National Security Council in the White House. During the congressional Iran-Contra hearings two years ago, he
testified, "I do not recall ever asking a single, solitary American citizen for money, although "I
showed a lot of munitions lists."
Channell had set up a charitable foundation, the
National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty, to receive money for aid to the Contras at a
time when Congress had forbidden any official
U.S. help. Because the organization was a taxexempt foundation, donors were able to take tax
deductions.
One of the 12 criminal charges against North is
that he conspired to defraud the Treasury of Tax
Revenue because the donations were for an imSroper purpose — military aid for the rebels. Six of
le charges accuse North of making false statements and obstructing Congress by attempting to
hide his efforts on behaif of the Contras.

Satellite unites U.S., Russia
by Fred Wright
staff reporter

Class pioneer addresses
international instruction

The man who initiated the
first joint class via satellite between American and Soviet stuThe global classroom prodents spoke about the program
and the effect Soviet Premier gram combines students at
Tufts
University in Boston and
Mikhail Gorbachev has had
Moscow State University stuupon education his country.
Martin Sherwin, director of dents discussing such topics as
the Nuclear Age History and the nuclear arms race, the CuHumanities Center at Tufts Uni- ban missle crisis and ecological
versity, was the speaker at the issues.
1989 Edward Lamb Peace LecLarry Friedman, University
ture.
His speech was entitled "The Brofessor of history, introduced
ie speaker by describing SherGorbachev Difference: The Nuclear Arms Race and Educa- win's global classroom project
as an important step to estabtional Perestroika."
Sherwin said Gorbachev's pol- lishing better relations with the
icy of glasnost — openness — Soviets and preventing nuclear
has led to cultural and educational exchanges such as the
"It is the most important conglobal classroom program that
would have been unthinkable 10 tribution in the last few years to
reaching that goal," Friedman
years ago.

said.
Sherwin, author of the 1976 Pulitzer Prize runner-up book "A
World Destroyed: The Atomic
Bomb and the Grand Alliance."
has traveled to Moscow eight
times since 1977.
He said he has seen a change
in the society of the Soviet Union
since Gorbachev took office. He
said this change is as important
as the Russian revolution of
1917.
"This has no less significance
and it is being done peacefully,"
he said.
Sherwin said nuclear weapons
changed the relationship be-

tween politics and warfare. He
said there is an excess of nuclear weapons possessed by the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. that is
equivalent to 1.2 million Hiroshima-size bombs.
Gorbachev has pursued the
reduction of nuclear weapons
for two reasons, he said.
"He has recognized that nuclear warfare is insane and that
he must also control defense
spending and the escalating
arms race," he said.
Sherwin set up his "spacebridge" class with the help of
Yevgeny Velikhov, vice president of the Soviet Academy of
Sciences, who quickly established the Soviet side of the program and dispelled Sherwin's
belief that Soviet government
was inefficient, Sherwin said.
See Peace, page 4.

News in Brief
Officials 'appalled' boxes
used to punish students
COLUMBUS (AP) — City school officials said
they were appalled to find "isolation boxes" being
used by teachers at an elementary school to punish
pupils for unruly behavior.
I call it solitary confinement," Bill Moss, a
school board member, said Tuesday. "It's
demeaning. The thought of it gave me kind of a
dull headache for days."
Moss said he discovered the three-sided boxes,
measuring 3 feet wide and 4 feet high, during an

•:

open house two weeks ago at Fairwood Alternative
Elementary School on the city's south side.
The box's open side would be placed against a
wall so the student could not see out, Moss said. A
desk and a chair also were placed in the plywood
and cardboard boxes, which had no top, he said.
The boxes were installed at the beginning of the
school year in September, but were destroyed recently after Moss learned of their existence and
the school superintendent's office compiled a report about them.
Moss said that after parents asked him during
the open house to have the boxes removed, he
sought out Fairwood Principal Marisa Craig.
"She wasn't there, but I found another one of

these isolation boxes — in her office," Moss said.
Ms. Craig, who did not attend the board meeting,
declined comment to 77ie Columbus Dispatch.
"This is not the appropriate time. When we do
discuss this, there will be a time to express my
concerns," Ms. Craig said.
Evelyn Luckey. assistant superintendent for elementary schools, said the board would investigate the matter. At least nine of the boxes
have been discovered but she had not learned of
them until Moss' complaint, she said.
"I was appalled," Ms. Luckey said. "Last year,
we had a request to approve similar boxes at another elementary (school) and it was denied. No
one (at Fairwood) sought permission."
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Drug testing plan
should be devised
The war on drugs has now reached the workplace — and the University.
The Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 requires
crackdowns on drugs in the workplace if employers
and contractors still want to be eligible for federal
grants.
The University falls into the category of those affected by the legislation, meaning specific efforts
will have to be made to ensure a drug-free workElace. These efforts include preparation and distriution of an anti-drug policy statement and notification of federal agencies of employee convictions.
The law does not require drug testing, and the
University will not partake in any kind of drug testing, according to administrators, who say there is
no problem with drug use among employees.
However, the University should develop some
kind of policy to enable it to test employees suspected of drug use. By developing a written outline of
possible actions now, the University could save itself some trouble in the future when a situation
might arise.
This is not a perfect world, and the prevalence of
drugs in this country indicates it is unrealistic to believe there will never be a problem with drug use
among employees.
Already, Walsh College, a private school in Ohio,
has implemented a drug testing policy for its students. Students referred to student affairs by a resident adviser or faculty member who suspects a
problem will be tested for drugs.
Although we don't feel the University should go
as far as to test students, who are the consumers, a
similar policy for employees, who are paid to be
here, could be a wise idea.
After all, a good learning environment is one of
the keys to education at the University.

USG needs annual
candidate forum
Without the initiative taken by a few resident
advisers in Founders Quadrangle, last night's
University Student Government panel discussion
may never have materialized.
The event, conceived by Founders Residential
staff, enabled University students the chance to
judge this year's crop of presidential and vice
presidential tickets.
Unfortunately, public appraisal of the candidates
does not occur every year. USG currently has no
provisions to publicize the candidates' views in
such a manner. And that is a shame.
If year after year it is up to the whim of any student organization besides USG to publicize the candidates opinions, then the election process is sorely
incomplete.
Somehow, USG should organize a neutral committee to plan public debates or discussions.
Meanwhile, congratulations to those who took the
time.
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NANCY ERIKSON - JUST SAY KNOW

Home calls your heart
Going to Cleveland this weekend, I met a man from Romania.
His name was Nikoli and he had
defected to the United States
about five years ago. He was going to Cleveland, then to New
York, then to Canada, then to
Romania.
That's right — he was defecting back to Communist
Romania after living five years
in the free U.S.
Naturally, I was shaken. I had
to ask why. It wasn't that I
thought Romania was so bad or
the U.S. was so great; I was just
surprised someone would go
back to a place where the
government didn't respect a
person's inalienable rights: life,
liberty, the pursuit of happiness,
freedom of speech, freedom of
religion, etc., etc.
when I asked why he was going back to Romania, with great
naivite and innocence, not
meaning to offend, he answered
with the same naivite and innocence, not meaning to offend: "I
miss my family and friends. And
I miss my country. I miss
Romania."
This puzzled me at first. How
could he go back to Romania?
He could get caught and taken to
prison for defecting. Even if he
didn't get caught and was able to

pick his life up where he left off
tive years ago, would he really
want to?
While I puzzled over these
thoughts, he began humming a
tune. I asked him what it was
and he said it was the Romanian
national anthem.
It occurred to me at this moment what was happening and
what happens all over the world
every day to all kinds of people
— nationalism.
This man wasn't going back to
Romania because he felt guilty
about getting away with something that could be considered a
capital offense. He wasn't going
back because he missed the Soviet army or the totalitarian
form of government. He wasn't
even going back because he believed Communism is better
than limited capitalism.
He was going back because he
missed Romania. He loved and
missed his home and no matter
how bad it gets over there or
how good it may seem somewhere else — his loyalty is to
Romania.
I learned a valuable lesson
from him.
All through history, and even
very recently, political parties
have been "bashed, with
name-calling and mud-slinging

on both sides of the political
fence.
And of all the eras in history,
this is the time man should concentrate on being as one — especially men in the same country.
We are all Americans regardless of whether we are Republicans or Democrats or black or
white or man or woman. We
have to stick together or we
won't be a country any more.
Nikoli is probably on his way
to Romania by now. I don't know
what he will do when he gets
there, but he has already said to
the world by actions: "Don't
give up on your home. Fight for
it, and if you can't fight for it,
then at least stay there and wait
until you can fight for it again."

Personal rights
being abolished

ally be replaced by such things
as swastikas and little red
books?

I saw our University president
on the news the other night talking about the members of this
college community being able to
make decisions for themselves
concerning smoking. Malarkey!
What kind of decision can a
person make when options to a
contrary decision don't exist?
For those living on campus the
decision might be made tor you
and the message is clear — don't
smoke.

The moral reconstruction
(what else is it?) of a country's
people by enforcing the restriction of personal rights and
freedom has been a forerunner
to some great societies. Just ask
Hitler, Stalin or Mao.

figures of "180 students behaving like braying animals in a
barnyard" originated. To begin
with, the fraternity in question
contains approximately 95
members. Of those 95, not all attended "The Delt Adventure."
In addition, of those who attended, about 10 percent displayed
inappropriate and obnoxious
behavior.
Not being of that 10 percent,
we do not appreciate having our
friends who are fraternity
members, as well as their dates,
being labelled as such. How dare
you write, "Delta Tau Delta and
the people they choose to associate with have no respect for others, not even themselves."
Stereotyping of a general group
is not an acceptable method for
describing a situation, and this
clearly displays a negative attitude upon one person s reaction
to "The Delt Adventure."
Furthermore, in response to
the article appearing in Friday
Magazine by Dennis Robaugh,
we are greatly offended by the
use of his profane language and
Eublic degradation of the memers of Delta Tau Delta. Insulting people's intelligence with
reference to "Delts getting out
their paper and crayons to print
out a letter to you" is totally unacceptable.
Considering how this person
appears not to know or care

about someone's feelings, we
assume he will not care about
someone hurting his. Acknowledging the right to free speech
in America, witnessing a situation firsthand should be included. Mr. Robaugh admitted
not attending the same performance the Delts did, so we
believe he had no basis for making such obscene comments.
Also, who gave Mr. Robaugh
the privilege to single out Michael Howick as an example?
Michael Howick pointed out to
all the brothers of Delta Tau Delta that inexcusable behavior
would not be tolerated when he
spoke to the audience before the
play and during the break after
the first act.
In conclusion, we believe the
whole situation had exceeded its
limits. Considering "The Delt
Adventure" occurred a while
ago, we feel this issue should
now be put to rest. The "obnoxious" individuals know who they
are; and hopefully will remedy
their personal behavior in the
future. We hope this entire situation will open some eyes across
the University to proper behavior in certain situations. This
applies to those who attend
social functions and those who
comment upon these functions.

Howe. It seems so far away.
But we're traveling light today
—through the eye of a storm.
Home. To a new and a shining
place. Make our bed and we say
our grace — freedom's light
burning warm. "America,"
from The Jazz Singer

Most won't deny that, as a
rule, those who defect from Iron
Curtain countries to the U.S. are
usually better off here than in
their homeland.
Most won't deny that, as a
rule, the Soviet system of economics is flawed in that it denies
the fundamental human nature
to compete and therefore, almost a century later, is beginning to collapse under its own
weight.
Most won't deny that, as a
rule, the Iron Curtain countries
are not exactly thrilled being
under the thumb of the Soviet
Union and, given the chance, the
people of these countries would
come to the "Free World" at the
drop of a hat if they were assured they would not be shot if
caught.
However, every now and then
there is an example of just how
nationalistic a person can be
towards his motherland.

Many people are unhappy
with George Bush as our president and Congress being Democratic and the Supreme Court
leaning toward the left. We have
to remember that, although
these people may not be the
ideal leaders, we should respect
and believe in them because
they're ours.
Erikson, a senior magazine
journalism maior from Burton,
Ohio, is a columnist for The
News.

LETTERS

Looking ahead, and on a larger scale, what is becoming of our
right as individuals to make our
own personal decisions at this
University, or more importantly, in this country?
Hey you! Put out that cigarette. Buckle that seat belt.
Don't do drugs. Don't drink.
Free-choice abortion not allowed. Turn your guns into the
police. Take that book off the
shelves. The movie has been
banned. Don't make any decisions for yourself because
someone else has already made
them for you.
Is it so far-fetched to suppose
our disappearing right to make
our own decisions could eventu-

Geoffrey Snavely
OCMB5367

Participants at
Delt Adventure
give their view
Upon further review of the editorials pertaining to "The Delt
Adventure," it is now time for
two participants of the date
party to express their opinion.
We acknowledge the right of
the members of Theta Alpha Phi
to express their grievances. Before the performance began,
some members of Delta Tau Delta behaved out of context for
that particular type of event. We
agree such "cat-calling, rudeness and loudness" are not to be
tolerated at a theatrical production.
We do not understand where
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Elena Mussari
434 Chapman
Lisa Millian
318 Rodgers

by Berke Breathed

Correction
The letter in the March 7
issue of The BG News,
"Gish Film Theater should
be for films," contained a
typographical error. The
last sentence should have
read: "People who refer to
it as Gish, or Gish Theater,
are not promoting the art
form for which the Theater
was named."
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USG candidates outline goals
pus Brothers. He belongs to Outstanding College Students of
America.

by James A. Tinker
staff reporter

Campus safety and housing
are common issues among four
Undergraduate Student
Government at-large candidates, as well as the need for
USG to increase interaction with
students.
I..A. Mokros, junior broadcast
journalism major, lists campus
safety and computer availability among her main concerns.
Pedestrians are at the heart of
her safety concerns, she said,
but also the safety of personal
belongings and University property threatened by theft and
vandalism.
"I don't want to see any part
of the University damaged because of a lack of lighting,"
Mokros said. She said she is
studying the feasibility of providing a wider variety and
greater total number of computers to students.
Another goal Mokros cited is
to create a new student organization of about 20 USG members
and non-members that would
lend support to other organiza-

Murphy

Mokros

tions.
She said the proposed group
could assist with "handouts,
fundraisers and audience attendance."
Mokros is a current USG atlarge representative and a
member of Omega Phi Alpha
service sorority,
Radio/Television News Directors Association, Varsity Forensics Club and serves on the
board of the Belmont County
American Cancer Society.
Also running for re-election is
Sean Alan Murphy, sophomore
psychology major, who said he
wants to carry some of this
semester's USG efforts through
next year.
"I'm very proud to be a part of
USG because of its accomplish-

Nugent

Dunmlre

ments in minority and racial
awareness," he said, adding he
would like to continue such
efforts.
Murphy said campus housing
is a problem and he will continue
USG efforts to have the University provide "some form of
compensation" to individuals
who pay for regular campus
housing but are initially housed
in residence hall lounges.
He expressed concern in rising tuition costs and the need to
keep them to a minimum.
Murphy is a member of Alpha
Sigma Phi and serves as alumni
director, corresponding secretary and editor ot its newsletter.
He is also an executive member
of Volunteers in Progress and
co-chair of its sub-group, Cam-

Another candidate, freshman
undecided major Elizabeth Nugent, said USG can accomplish a
great deal, but more communication between USG members
and students is needed.
"In talking to students, I can
discover what they want accomplished," she said. "I enjoy
talking to and working with people ... and I think I have the ability to go to USG and work
toward an improvement in the
areas needed.
She said she has found many
students are concerned with
campus security.
The Escort Service is one
area, as well as lighting, that
needs to be improved, she said.
Housing concerns were also
voiced by Jeff Dunmire, freshman pre-engineering major, in
addition to dissatisfaction with
the scheduling process.
D See At-Large, page 7.

FREDDIE / FRIEDA FALCON APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE -

Prof discusses water,
environmental risks
by Jill Novak
staff reporter

A professor from Western Michigan University spoke last night, focusing on the environmental hazards of water diversion projects in
Canada, the United States and the Soviet Union.
Philip Micklin, geography professor and a specialist in water resource management and Soviet geography, stressed the negative
impacts of large scale inter-basin water transfers.
He said areas of exports and transit in water diversion usually experience more damages than benefits for many reasons.
One major problem, he said, is flooding and the raising of ground
water andlevels of water in lands and forest near reservoirs.
Another problem occurring from large scale water diversion
Erejects is damage to the fishery industry, in which major rivers can
e altered by the change in water levels, he said.
One example Micklin gave of a large water diversion project in
process is the Canadian James Bay project.
The initial phase of the project cost $15 billion, and when it is fully
completed, it may be a $46 billion dollar expenditure, he said.
"With a project of this magnitude, the possibilities of large scale
changes (in the environment) are very possible," he said, continuing with examples of the major impacts of this project.
Micklin also spoke about water diversion projects in the United
States.
He said one existing project is the California based diversion, in
which five cubic kilometers of water are transported from Sacramento to Los Angeles, costing $3 billion.
"The issue is one that is frequently in the headlines, as it is very
controversial," Micklin said.

405 STUDENT SERVICES DEADLINE MAR. 16!
University Village Apartments
Comer of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)

Large two bedroom apartments
for 4 people on a 9 month lease.

Did you know...

•

»

Drunk driving accidents are the
leading killers of youth ages 16 to 24.

Rent includes gas heat.
Call today!

...Responsible decisions about drinking & driving.

352-0164

BCSU THEATRE PRESENTS

A BILL or
ONE ACTS

^CHARLESTOWN11
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
MARCH 8. 9.10. II -8:00 P.M.
MARCH 12 ■ BARGAIN DAY
EIGHT SHOWS FOR ONE PRICE
Bill ONE -2:00 I DINNER BREAK / BILL TWO • 7:00
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE

$3 Admission

For ticket information call 372-2719

POSH GIFT

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1989 and 1989-90 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Braille Radio
176 E. Wooster

352-4380

moisture balance of fragrance-free Eye Creme
Complex One per customer while supplies
lost. Bring this od to redeem your free gift.

LIVE THIS WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY:

$1.00 Margaritas
Bowling Green's number 1 Happy Hours

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.G.

FOUR "NAUTICAL NECESSITIES,"
YOUR BEAUTY BONUS WITH ANY
$13.50 MERLE NORMAN PURCHASE.

Male Noimon's spring bonus gift "Nautical
Necessities" includes lip and cheek colors.
crisp and breezy clear. Plus the beautiful

DANCING

Qj

353-0100

It's All Here
in
Black & White.
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

Thursday
College I.D. Night
(reduced admission with valid I.D.)
Beach Blanket Baby Contest
win great cash & prizes

Friday

meRLE noRfflflff

STUDIOS
188 S. Main 352-7060 M-F 10-530;Sat. 10-4
Downtown Bowling Green

Adult Musical Chairs
join the party and win
fantastic prizes and cash!
18 and over
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

UniGraphics
211 West Hall

372-7418
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Course
bridges
nations

'Kidnappings' raise
Salvador awareness
by James A. Tinker
staff reporter

by Dennis Robaugh
copy editor

The University may have its
own version of a global classroom this fall as some faculty
members develop a course linking students in three nations.
The course, developed by
Lawrence Friedman, history
professor, is similar to Martin
Sherwin's program in which
students from Moscow University and Tufts University spoke to
each other as well as panels of
experts regarding nuclear arms
policies. "Our program has a
different twist — we have three
countries," Friedman said.
The course will deal with
American McCarthyism, Stalinism and Nazism, and will also be
presented to students in the Soviet Union and West Germany.
Donald Nelson, associate
professor of German and Russian, will be traveling to Germany in May to finalize plans
with German historians, Friedman said.
"We're already making contact with Soviet historians,"
Friedman said.
This will be the University's
first "spacebridge" course, he

BG News/Pat Mingarelli
Author Martin Sherwin signs a copy of his book for Cliff Burgess, junior business major.

said.
Martin Sherwin said the
"spacebridge" programs at
Tufts were broadcast live in the
Soviet Union to a reported audience of close to 100 million.
Sherwin also said the main obstacle to getting his program
started was funding, but Friedman said that should not be a
major problem at the University.
"Our program will cost less
than Sherwin's program at Tufts
because we have a public television station," he said.

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES

Friedman said he plans to use
the University's television facilities to produce the global classroom project.
"At the very latest, we will go
on air in two years, but things
move so fast, so we should be
ready to go in the fall," Friedman said.

"He cut through the Soviet
bureaucracy like a hot knife
through butter," Sherwin said.

However, Friedman said he
foresees one problem.
"Enrollment will have to be
limited," he said. "We have
plans for two sections but we
may expand."

Sherwin showed excerpts
from the Global Classroom
Project. Following the videotape portion of the lecture, he
fielded questions from the audience.
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agree with such a ban.
"It's one thing to ban smoking
on campus, but to ban the sale is
an infringement on my rights
because it's not illegal to sell
(tobacco) in the United States,"
Pressley said.
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And help is on the way!
Lona Ingwerson, a member of the Christian
Science Board of Lectureship will be
speaking on college problems and
concerns with relationships, job hunting,
peer pressure, academic pressure,
indecision, drinking, illness or anything
else. Help is available to everyone,
everywhere from God.

Inquire at 405
Student Services
Forms due 3/11

March 14, 1989
8:30 pm
Ohio Suite, Union
Lona Ingwerson, member of the
Christian Science Board of Lectureship.
:&

Had Too Much of This?

Then come to, \

Tlazzte!

Appearing this Friday only...
BG's own Larry Fish
March 10th 9:00 p.m.-Midnight
Located in the Falcon's Nest
University Union
sponsored by

prrsv^\

by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

As one University organization reflects on the loss of two of its
members, another is attempting to prevent alcohol use from causing
a similar tragedy.
Four years ago today, seniors Kevin Ross and Steven Hanna were
killed in an accident involving a drunken driver on 1-77 in North Carolina.
The two students were en route to Hilton Head, S.C. for spring
break when their car was hit head on by Todd Mason, a Statesville,
N.C. resident.
Mason, who had been driving on the wrong side of the road for 15 to
20 miles, received minor injuries.

Presents the
Advisor/Student
Leader of the Year
Award!

For those who are merely curious about
investigating other religions, it's an
opportunity to find out what
Christian Science is all about.
Date:
Time:
Place:
Speaker:

'Never Again' notes
tragedy anniversary

As a tribute to the victims, the alcohol awareness group, "Never
Again," was established. The group is sponsoring a designated driving program this week which aims to help eliminate the problem of
drunken drivers.
The group was founded by Pi Kappa Phi fraternity four years ago
in memory of Ross and Haven and has since become an independent
University organization.
Brian Palmer, president of the organization, said students who
sign a pledge sheet during the week will receive a card entitling
them to free non-alcoholic drinks at any bar in the U.S. and Canada
See Never Again, page 7.

Fff

" Hey God, I Need Help !"

See Kidnappings, page 7.

Organization urges sober driving

Graduate student Darrell
Pressley said a tobacco sales
ban would not affect him because he can buy cigarettes off
campus. However, he does dis-
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Peace

A number of classes were interrupted across campus this
week when students were removed for alleged subversive
activities against the U.S.
government.
Thomas Shurr, junior liberal
studies major, said he was removed from his political science
class Monday by three individuals who introduced themselves
as government officials. He was
told he had committed crimes
against the government.
Fortunately for Shurr and
other "insurgents" the so-called
officials in suits and fatigues
were really representatives of
the BG Peace Coalition performing "guerrilla theater."
The kidnappings — arranged
in advance with the instructors
and those abducted — began
Monday and are planned to continue until next Monday.

Tim Strauss, sophomore
social studies major and member of the Coalition, said the
mock kidnappings are being
done to raise awareness of the
U.S. involvement in El Salvador.
"Last year 1,200 people were
taken from educational facilities
(in El Salvador) and never
heard from again," Strauss
said.
Roger Anderson, associate
professor of political science,
said extreme right-wing groups
called death squads abduct individuals for speaking out against
the government or supporting
guerrilla activity.
Those abducted are never
heard from again, he said.
"Death squad members are
related to off-duty military people," however, the Salvadoran
government does not support or
oppose such transgressions, he
said.

It's at the printing professionals,
where we care about doing your
job right the first time.
Bring in this coupon with your next
printing order and receive
FREE GREEN INK
M **»'•
111 and 121 South Main St. .
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 I T SQUARE
419-352-7562
V
FAX 419-352-9572
Ov>ck print, rtc.
■COUPON-

Half Of
This'Vear's
Medical School
Class GotThere
With Our Help.
To study alone for the MCATs is nearly impossible To study without
Stanley H Kaplan is simply a bad career move
Maybe it's our 50 years of experience Our small classes and advanced
teaching methods Or a research department that reacts to test changes before
most companies even know they exist
Whatever it is, if medicine is in your future. Stanley H Kaplan can help
you start practicing right now
For information call 800-KAF-TEST and find out more about any of
our 135 centers nationwide

£ STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

FREE

CLASS NOW FORMING FOR APRIL EXAM.
TOLEDO CENTER - 3450 W. CENTRAL, STE. 322
(419) 536-3701
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City master plan R-5 zoning ordinance debated
vote expected
Bowling
by Scott R. Whilehead
city edilot

Upon the completion of
several minor adjustments,
City Council members expect
Bowling Green's master plan
to be voted on by April 3.
Initially conceived in 1985,
the master plan is a comprehensive guideline for the city
for the next 25 years. The plan
directly addresses the areas
of land, transportation and utUities.
On Monday, the master
plan committee held what
may be the final public hearing on the document. The
hearing enabled citizens to
voice any concerns they
might have on the subject.
lliomas Anderson, committee member and councilman at-large, said the hearing was relatively wellattended with most of the citizens coming from Ward 2.
"The issue that probably
caused the most concern is
the R-5 zone. This would allow
fraternity and sorority houses
to move to a particular area
off-campus," Anderson said.
He explained the residents
fear such a provision would
allow students to saturate the
area and expand even further.
Another issue raised at the
hearing was the possible extension of two streets — Mercer Road and Scott Hamilton
Avenue.
John Quinn, committee
member and council presi-

dent, said some citizens were
concerned that if the extension occurred they would forfeit their privacy.
"A few people were worried
they might lose their cul-desacs," Quinn said. "They also
raised concerns about any
extra traffic around the
school (Crim Elementary)."
An additional, yet minor,
detail brought forth at the
hearing dealt with area proportions in the map.
Anderson said a citizen
noted that a southern section
of Ward 2 was drawn out of
proportion. City Planning
Technician Rick Ketzenbarger promised to redraw the
map.
The final issue raised before the committee may not
be specifically relevant to the
plan itself, Quinn said.
"Some people wanted to
know how the plan addresses
the possibility of annexation, he said. "But there is a
question of whether that is the
function of the plan."
Quinn did not speculate on
the answer to the annexation
question.
Considering the longevity
of the project, Quinn said City
Council would probably approve the master plan at the
next opportunity.
"We've been working on
this for four years now and
we've come a long way
towards reaching agreement
on many of the areas," Quinn
said.

Green
Housing
by Amy Burkett
assitanl city editor

A possible new zoning ordinance has spurred debate within
the city.
Part of the proposed master
plan includes a new zoning ordinance called R-5. The proposed area's boundaries include
Thurstin Avenue on the east; the
Con rail tracks on the west;
Frazee Avenue on the north and
Court Street on the south.
Mayor Edwin Miller supports
the new ordinance and said it is
in the best interest of all concerned to permit sorority,
fraternity and other multifamily establishments to be located near the University.
"I am very much in favor of
the R-5 ordinance," Miller said.
"I've heard there are two sororities or fraternities that want to
move off-campus, but under the
existing ordinances there is no
place for them to build."
Miller said he believes this
area has the potential of being
an "exquisite university residential area."
Despite the mayor's support
of R-5, Ward 2 Councilman Jeff
Gordon opposes the ordinance.
Gordon said his reasoning for
not supporting the issue lies
within the conditions behind the

proposal.
"I'm against R-5 because
there are very weak arguments
that support it." Gordon said.
"Sororities and fraternities can
build off-campus now, as long as
it is in an apartment-like facility. The only difference is there is
no common kitchen area which
R-5 would permit."
Gordon said he is not sure the
ordinance can be considered fair
housing. "It seems like segregation to me, by keeping it to one
area," he said. "People in other
parts of the city are concerned
with the R-5 zone proliferating,"
he said.
Gordon proposed an amendment at the March 6 City Council
meeting that all references to
R-5 be taken out of the master
plan.
Michael Marsden, associate
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, said he is "definitely
opposed" to the proposed zone.
Part of Marsden and Gordon's
concern stems from the wording
of the ordinance, as this area
would be developed by anything
University-related.
Both wanted a definition of
what would constitute University-related land use.
Miller said the diversity of
what could be developed in this
area was too hard to determine
at this time.
"We have no idea what will
happen in the area in the next 20
years," he said.
Miller gave a day care center
as a posible example.
Marsden said, "R-5 is segregation, because you are saying
sorority and fraternities are
welcome to live in this section,
implying they are not welcome
anywhere else."
Another point Marsden expressed was that the area in

question is currently developed
and in order to construct in the
area something would have to be
torn down.
"We need to create a population where we can all live
together and that will not happen by constraining students to
a narrow area," he said.
The Delta Zeta house is located near Marsden's home and
according to Marsden it is an
ideal example of a sorority integrating nicely into a residential
area.
"I see it as an effort to keep
one lifestyle over here and another over there but not mixing
them," he said.
Jim Davidson, former councilman, said he is also opposed
to the creation of R-5 zoning.
He said it is an attempt to keep
sororities and fraternities from
not going where they are not
wanted.
"There is no assurance that
R-5 will accomplish anything. It
does not force greeks to live in
this area so it might not accomplish anything," Davidson said.
According to Davidson and
Marsden, it is part of a larger
idea.
"It is a covert attempt to do
something else; perhaps it will
spread commercialization,"
Marsden said.
Davidson said, "it will be used
as a wedge to open other R-5
areas."
"Permanent residents are
concerned about the issue. They
have no faith in the laws of the
city because they have had
promises broken to them in the
past," he said.
William Herald, Ward 4 councilman, said he is undecided on
the issue.
"I'm glad we don't have to
vote until April, because I think

there is a lot that needs to be
considered. I haven't decided
where I stand," he said.
Miller explained even if the
master plan is passed with the
R-5 ordinance, it would still have
to be approved by the zoning
commission.
"I am delighted this is a university town and I think it is imEirtant for there to be a good retionship between permanent
residents and students. I want to
do everything possible to encourage that relationship," Miller said.

Drugs
._: Continued from page 1.
signed a waiver of search and
police said they discovered a
small amount of hashish in a
dresser drawer.
Ash said the delay in the
arrests was due to "lengthy investigations" which were necessary before charges could be
filed.
"Other cases had to be concluded prior to these," he said.
"We had other leads to follow."

Here's a tip ...
a tax tip.
Many of the answers to
questions about filling
out tax forms are in the
package of instructions
sent to you by the IRS.
Don't let it slide, check
it out! ____^__
\ fx.l.lU fnvh# at r/w »»*

BG Taxi to receive «*■££
financial 'tune-up'
by Amy Burkett
assistant city editor

As a result of a state grant,
Bowling Green's taxi service
will continue to help citizens get
around town.
According to Carolyn Lineback, city grants director. Bowling Green is one of five cities to
receive a new start-up transportation grant from the Ohio Rural
Public Transportation Program.
The current budget for the
taxi service is about $149,000.
The money for the service
comes from federal, state and
local accounts with an additional $5,292 coming from the
state's elderly and handicappped fund.
BG Taxi, formerly Ramos
Taxi, was in jeopardy of going
out of business until the city began partial subsidization in
mid-1986. The city has been
funding the service for the past
18 months, according to Robert
Ramos, operator of BG Taxi.
"I ran the taxi by myself for
awhile, but the cost of insurance
was too much and I was going to

have to give it up, then the city
received the grant," he said.
BG Taxi currently operates
two cars and a van equipped for
handicapped passengers. The
van, which has been in use for
the past six weeks, has enabled
easy access for disabled passengers, Ramos said.
The taxi service's hours are 6
a.m. to midnight MondaySaturday, which is a reduction
from previous years.
"Wnen we were operating 24
hours, most of the problems occurred after the bars closed," he
said. "We were running the risk
of a possible lawsuit so we decided to discontinue the 24-hour
service."
According to Ramos, rates
have also changed. A $1.50 flat
rate now is charged to go anywhere in town with a 75-cent discount for senior citizens and
handicapped persons.
"I believe the service is important to the community and
with the reduced fares and being
equipped for the handicapped
the taxi is definitely a needed
service for the city," Lineback
said.

□A concrete statue of a lion,
valued at about $150 to $200, was
stolen from a porch in the 400
block of North Main Street Monday.
[ The manager of Quarter's
Cafe, 1414 E. WoosterSt., turned
over six confiscated driver's licenses to police Monday. The licenses were sent to the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
[ James C. Eller, 423 Clough
St., was arrested Monday for
shoplifting about $14 worth of
merchandise from Hills Department Store, 1234 N. Main
St., police said. In the same incident, Elizabeth A. Gourley, 126
Rogers, was also arrested for
shoplifting $1 worth of merchandise, police said.
i :Eric D. Findes of Swanton
was arrested Monday for shoplifting about $28 worth of merchandise from Hart Stores, 1094
N. Main St., police said.
Grant A. Cummings, 11
Treadway, was arrested Monday for shoplifting about $5
worth of merchandise from Hills
Department Store, police said.
[:Wendy Morrison, 480 Lehman Ave., was arrested Tuesday for felony theft after shoplifting about $5 worth of merchandise from Ames Department Store, 1080 S. Main St.,
Eiolice said. Morrison has had
hree previous arrests involving
bad checks, police said.

L 1A resident of the 100 block of
South Enterprise Street reported the front license plate stolen
from his car Tuesday.
: A resident of the 1400 block

of Clough Street reported being
bitten by a cream-colored Husky
dog Tuesday when he attempted
to nelp the animal, which was
choking on a chicken bone. The

The BG News needs volunteers!

owner was contacted to quarantine the dog.

1

Call 372-6966

NEWLOVE RENTALS
FREE GAS, HEAT, WATER AND SEWER

SUNTAN VISITS
$1.00 each
Buy as many
as you want*

HAIR
UNLIMITED

BUFF APARTMENTS
1470 - 1490 CLOUGH ST.
• Same price as last year - NO RENT INCREASE!
• 2 bedroom apts.
•completely furnished
•close to campus
• Laundry facilities and private parking
352-5620

328 S.MAIN

SPRING
BREAK
SPECIAL

location only
143 W. Wooster
353-3281
•Mus> b. used by March 25
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WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Campus Pollyeyes
Travels the Globe To Bring You

The Limerick Rakes
Authentic Irish Music
Imported from John Connolly's Irish Pub in Toledo
^PO
One Night Only
\s^y
Thursday March 9
Green Beer, Specials on Dark & Tans. Great Food
Deals. Party Favors and Giveaways
Get your IRISH UP!!
Tickets $3.00 in advance
$4.00 at the show.
For more info, call 352-9638
440 E. Court

Michael Robert Barnard

Roberta Ann Htlbling

Lori Jean Roberts

Diana Jean Bartholomew

Mark Edward Hosfeld

Kevin Lynn Ruffer

Ellen Marie Bittel

Debra Jane Hovonec

Richard Anthony Sasala

Kristine Therese Blenkhorn

Michelle Anne Jankowski

Solly J. Schoffer
Elisabeth Ann Sherrill

Stephen Philip Buehrer

Jodi Beth Jirik

Michoel James Callaghan

Karen Helen Knirnschild

Lorraine Morgoret Siegworth

Lisa Renee Cradle

Kyle McVoy Kramer

Carol Ann Sokol

Jane S. D'lsa

Amy Londfield

Shannon Mane Spencer

Brett Michael DiSalle

Alan Alfred John Leggetl

Debra Marie Spragg

Jeff John Doenges

Amy Kathleen Malaska

Lorine Ann Steinbrunner

Kimberly Sue Eckert

Mory Ann B. Mazur

Mary Jeno Sterling

Lara Michele Fish

Shuray Yolonda Merriweather

Rebecco Lyn Stevens

Lorno L. Fleck

Susan M. Milek

Lisa Beth Strmac

Christina Marie Frank

Wendy Sue Neal

Barbara Beth Surbeck

Maria Lynn Germano

William E. Neff

Matt Daniel Teller

Hans L. Glandorf

Mory Lorraine Noble

Dave Allen Thorn

Corinna Andrea Goertz

Ann-Morie Michele Notaro

Julie Lynne Tobin
Matthew Clark Webb

Kelly Maureen Gray

Melissa Bryant Puckett

Tracy Lynn Greul

Gina M. Plowright

Arthur Daniel Willhite

Lee Ann Gura

Elizabeth Ann Rice

Kelly lynn Zachrich

Joan Elise Hartwell

Elizabeth Ann Ring

Congratulations!
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL

PEOPLE

Tower vote in need of 'miracle'

Chinese troops attack Tibetans

Ford honors assassination toiler

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate confirmation battle over Defense Secretary-designate John Tower neared a climax Wednesday
as Majority Leader George Mitchell proclaimed the nomination
doomed and Republican leader Bob Dole conceded it would "take a
miracle" to stave off defeat.
Lloyd Bentsen of Texas became the third Democrat to endorse
Tower's confirmation, but his speech was followed by a declaration
of opposition from Bennett Johnston of Louisiana, who had been lobbied hard by the Bush administration as a potential pro-Tower vote.
Wavering Democrats Charles Robb of Virginia and Joseph
Lieberman of Connecticut spread the word that they would announce their intentions before the day was out.
Republicans refused to concede defeat and Dole said President
Bush would "buy lunch" for any Democrat willing to listen.
But later, after Johnston announced his intentions, Dole admitted
that "it would take a miracle" for Tower to win confirmation.
"In the nuclear age we can't afford to take a chance on the man
who holds the future in his hands," Johnston said on the Senate floor.
Johnston said he was troubled by Tower's drinking habits and that
alcohol altered the former senator's judgment.

CHENGDU, China (AP) — Security forces dragged Tibetans from
their houses Wednesday as thousands of Chinese troops took up posts
around Lhasa after three days of anti-Chinese riots, travelers said.
By official count, 12 people had been killed and more than 100
wounded in violence since Sunday when Tibetans marched in Lhasa
demanding an end to nearly four decades of communist rule and the
return of their spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama. Travelers quoted
Tibetans as saying the actual death toll was much higher.
The Dalai Lama's government-in-exile in India offered to hold
talks with China to discuss the future of Tibet. The Chinese Embassy
in New Delhi refused comment.
There were no reports of further demonstrations or gunfire on
Wednesday, but Westerners in Lhasa said troops filled the streets.
Beginning at midnight, trucks with loudspeakers drove through
the city of 70,000 announcing the martial law imposed Tuesday and
ordering Tibetans to stay inside, said foreign travelers, most of
whom spoke on condition of anonymity.
The foreigners gave the following account:
Dozens of trucks packed with soldiers entered the city and troops
— some drinking beer — set up checkpoints 15 miles outside Lhasa
and at nearly every block in the city. Soldiers stopped all but official
vehicles and arrested Tibetans in the streets.
"They were just collaring people ... and stuffing them into jeeps,"
said an American.
Tibetans screamed with fright as Chinese troops pulled them from
their homes.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Former President Ford has written a
letter to friends of Oliver Slpple, saying he would "forever be grateful" to the ex-Marine who saved him from an assassin s bullet.
Sipple, 47, was found dead of natural causes Feb. 2 in his apartment. In 1975, Sipple grabbed Sara Jane Moore's gun hand when she
tried to shoot Ford outside a hotel, causing the shot to go astray and
hit a building.
Sipple had shunned the publicity and was anguished that it
brought to light his homosexuality.
Ford's letter was addressed to "the friends of Oliver Sipple." It
hangs on the wall of the New Belle Saloon, Sipple's favorite bar.
"I will forever be grateful for Oliver's action on my behalf at the
time of the assassination attempt by Sara Jane Moore in San Francisco," the letter says.
Moore pleaded guilty and is serving a life term in prison.

"There seems to be a personality change that occurs in Senator
Tower," said Johnston, who said he had received two phone calls
about recent incidents involving Tower.
"I don't mean to use the term alcoholic," Johnston said. "I know
he'sanabuser."

STATE / LOCAL
Bill to allow execution choices

AIDS-type virus vaccine found

COLUMBUS, O. (AP) — State representatives voted 72-24 Wednesday for a bill allowing prisoners sentenced to the electric chair to
choose the option of a lethal injection.
Rep. Ron Mottl, D-Parma, the chief sponsor, said while he
strongly supports the death sentence, injections are more humane
and would be welcomed by wardens or others who must carry out
"thesegory (electric chair) executions."
Ohio has not held an execution since 1962. A series of U.S. Supreme
Court decisions has left the constitutionality of Ohio's death penalty
law unresolved.
But state officials say executions could resume soon. Ninety-one
prisoners are on death row at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility at Lucasville, where the electic chair is located.

COLUMBUS, O. (AP) — The Ohio State University researchers
have developed a vaccine that protects monkeys against a virus that
has some similarities to AIDS, but a pathobiologist warned Wednesday that he is skeptical the work will lead to an AIDS vaccine any
time soon.

Two women also have been sentenced to die, and are being held at
the Women's Reformatory in Marysville.
Surprisingly, Mottl's bill stirred only a brief flurry of debate.
The debate came on an amendment that would have given courts
the option of imposing life sentences without parole instead of
having them bound by existing statutes that make parole possible
after 20 or 30 years.
House Judiciary Chairman Terry Tranter, D-Cincinnati, urged
defeat of the amendment offered by Rep. David Hartley, D-Springfield.

"It would be foolish on my part to say, yeah, this opens up the way
for a vaccine for AIDS," said Dr. Richard G. Olsen, a professor
emeritus of veterinary pathobiology at Ohio State. "Whether it
would work for AIDS, Id be very skeptical."
Ohio State plans to open a Center for Retrovirus Research next
month, using university money and royalties from a vaccine developed several years ago by Olsen to prevent the virus that causes
leukemia in cats. The new laboratory would study deadly viruses including, eventually, the AIDS virus.
The AIDS virus has some characteristics in common with HTLV-1.
Both viruses can be transmitted by body fluids or contaminated
needles.
Retro viruses are a family of viruses that actually become part of a
chromosome, which carries genetic information. Feline leukemia;
the HTLV-1 virus, which causes adult T-cell leukemia and lymphoma, and the HlV virus, which causes AIDS, are retroviruses.

Burns reveals longevity secrets
LAS VEGAS (AP) — George Burns says the love he receives from
audiences is what keeps him going at age 93.
Burns opens this week at Caesars Palace and has a best-selling
book, "Grade: A Love Story." Grade Allen, Burns' wife, was his
partner from 1923 until her retirement in 1959. She died in 1964.
Burns, puffing on his ever-present cigar, said Tuesday he's still
going strong "because of the love that comes over the footlights.
That s what gives you the vitality."
Burns, who has vowed to play the Palladium at age 100, has a longterm contrart with Caesars. "Grade" is the seventh book he's written.
"Pretty good for a guy who's only read two," he said.

'Love surgeon' to go under knife
DAYTON, O. (AP) — A former Dayton area gynecologist whose
self-described "love surgery" on women led to a State Medical
Board inquiry, is scheduled to undergo surgery for prostate cancer
next week, his attorney said Wednesday.
Dr. James C. Bart, 67, has an illness that his attorney .Earl Moore,
described as a malignancy of the prostate gland.
"He goes in for surgery next week," Moore said.
Burt surrendered his medical license to the Medical Board in January and left Dayton, Moore said. He declined to disclose Burt's
whereabouts or say where the operation was to be done.
Last December, the board charged Burt with "gross immorality"
and other ethics violations for allegedly doing vaginal reconstruction surgery to enhance women's sexual responsiveness without the
patients knowledge.
Some of the women claimed devastating complications, including
chronic infections and excruciating pain when attempting sexual
intercourse. Seven malpractice suits are pending against Burt, who
closed his office several weeks ago.
Burt attracted attention last October after a nationally televised
CBS report detailed his surgical techniques. The report referred to
Burt's 1975 book "Surgery of Love" in which he detailed his reconstructive techniques.

in loving memory of
Kevin Ross & Steve Hanna,
March 9th, 1985

"I'll never be able to understand it.
I was just with them the other dayYou never can tell when death will
strike the ones you loveThey always brought smiles to people's faces,
Forever laughing and joking and living
life to its fullestIt just doesn't seem right.
They had the world at their fingertips
and because of one man's decision to
drink and drive they'll never have
the chance to show how much
they had to offerHow anyone could ever be so irresponsible,
I'll never KnowOne thing is certainThis should never happen again...
NEVER AGAIN'

Sponsored by:
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi
Inter Fraternity Council
Panhellinic Council
The Prevention Center for Alcohol & Other Drug Abuse
Eta Sigma Gamma
Undergraduate Student Government
The members of NEVER AGAIN
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Strike sends Eastern flying
to consumers for revenue
by Mary MacVean
Associated Press writer

courtesy the Key/Mark Thalman
Striking Eastern pilots picket in front of a closed Eastern ticket desk in Houston's Hobby Airport.

Kidnappings

At- Large
D Continued from page 3.
He said, if elected, working to
alleviate campus housing problems would be at the forefront in
his representation of students.
Scheduling difficulties are another concern of Dunmire, but
he said he does not support
newly introduced University
efforts to deal with the problem.
"On-line registration doesn't

Machinists striking Eastern
Airlines failed to win appellate
court permission Wednesday to
shut down commuter railroads
in the New York City area, an
effort apparently aimed at forcing federal intervention in the
5-day-old walkout.
Eastern, in a desperate attempt to lure back customers to
its shuttle service, said it will
slash one-way fares to $12 on
weekends, from $69-$99, and $49
weekdays, down from $99. Pilots
at other airlines continued strict
adherence to safety rules, but
for a second day there was little
evidence of a backup on runways.
Trie dispute rested Wednesday
with courts in New York and

sound like a good idea to me," he
said.

I Continued from page 4.

Elections will be held March
14 and 15.

The U.S. supports the Salvadoran government "in attempting to contain and defeat the
guerrilla forces and achieve
peace," Anderson said.
Strauss, who coordinated the
kidnappings, said, "We (Peace
Coalition) are trying to let Salvadoreans determine their own
future. If they're going to have a
civil war, let them have a civil

ter the bar," Palmer said.
He said the pledge cards are
supplied by the 'Tin Driving
Club," a national organization to
which all local bars belong.
Students may sign the pledge
form in the Math Science building from 9 a .111.-3 p.m. this week.
In addition to its activity on
campus, "Never Again" visits

area high schools to educate
students about the dangers of
drinking and driving.
Palmer said it is important to
talk to young people about this
issue before they experience it
so they will take it more seriously
-"If. we start in the high schools
with younger students and catch

Dunmire added, "I'm willing
to put forth the effort needed to
get what's needed done."
Dunmire is academic chairman for Delta Tau Delta fraternity.

war."

Peace Coalition education
efforts include presentation of
two films, as well as a teach-in
rally at the Union Oval which
will culminate with a march on
the Federal Building, 280 S.
Main St.
The films, "Salvador" and
"Making the News Fit: El Salvador" will be shown in the
Math Science Building, March
13-14 respectively.

Never Again
; Continued from page 4.
for an indefinite period of time.
Palmer, junior international
business major, said there are
several stipulations for participants in the program.
"You have to be of the legal
drinking age, you have to be the
designated driver and you can
not use it as a form of I.D. to en-

them before they are old enough
to drive and make the decision
to drink, then we can educate
them," Palmer said.

Have a Great
Spring Break!

Philadelphia, and Eastern was
expected to go to court in Atlanta to appeal a judge's refusal
to order pilots back to the cockpits.
Eastern contends it is near
collapse, losing at least $2 million a day. Its lawyer said in
court Tuesday that the nation's
seventh-largest carrier cannot
survive the week if its pilots
maintain their support for the
Machinists.
The airline is running just 4
percent of its flights and says it
will consider bankruptcy court,
though as a last resort. It sent
9,500 workers home this week
and has just a skeleton staff of
1,500 remaining.
The 8,500-member Machinists
union walked out Saturday, and
with the support of pilots and
flight attendants nearly shut
down Eastern. Eastern is seeking $125 million in concessions;
the union wants $50 million in
raises.
The Machinists also
threatened to disrupt commuter
rail traffic with secondary boycotts, which it contends are legal
under the 1926 Railway Labor
Act. But the union held off when
a federal judge in New York
over the weekend temporarily
barred rail workers from honoring Machinists picket lines.
Among developments:
— The Machinists have asked
Trans World Airlines Chairman
Carl C. Icahn to seek control of
the carrier, and he said he is

willing to talk with them.
"I would be willing to speak to
the unions only if Eastern permits me to, because I do not
want to be accused by Eastern
of interfering with the collective
bargaining process," Icahn said
in a statement. Icahn had mulled a bid for Eastern a few
months ago, when its boss,
Texas Air Corp. Chairman
Frank Lorenzo, was considering
selling. But Icahn and the unions
couldn't agree on terms for a
worker stake in a merger of
TWA and Eastern, and talks
broke off.
Eastern had no comment.
Charles E. Bryan, president of
Machinists District 100, would
not comment on Icahn's statement but said in Miami: "If
there is willingness (by
Eastern) to sell, there are certainly interested parties ... It
would be a tremendous opportunity to see the phoenix rise from
the ashes."
: In Miami, Eastern said its
reduced shuttle fare is a move to
raise money. George Brennan,
vice president for marketing,
said, "We have to breathe the
life of passenger revenues into
that operation," and denied it
was a move to protect the
pending $365 million sale of the
shuttle service to New York developer Donald Trump.
I

AMERICAN
4 CANCER
fSOOETY'

SUMMER AND FALL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
707-711 THIRD
715-719 THIRD
723-727 THIRD

• 1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

402 HIGH ST.

• 2 BR unfurnished
summer only

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

• 1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

649 SIXTH

• 2 BR furnished

831 SEVENTH

• 2 BR furnished

839 SEVENTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

854 EIGHTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

FOREST APARTMENTS
-853 NAPOLEON
-751 HIGH
849 NAPOLEON
-851 NAPOLEON

• 2 BR furnished or
unfurnished. Grad
student housing

319 E. WOOSTER

• 1 BR furnished

724 S. COLLEGE

• 2 BR unfurnished

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
OFFICE AT 319 E . WOOSTER
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
354-2260 OR 353-3850
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Spotlight on Connell
BG goalie looks to shine in CCHA finale
by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

It's tournament time for the
Bowling Green hockey team and
once again all eyes are focused
on the Falcons' net.
This is
where goalie
Paul Connell
resides.
The reason
for this close
observation is
that everyone
is trying to
figure out how
he can top last
year's per- Connell
formance in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association's
Final Four.
It was here that he posted 29
saves against Michigan State
and 28 against Lake Superior,
while helping the Falcons to a
CCHA playoff championship as
well as earning the Most Valuable Player award.
But, if last year's feat can be
topped, Connell is playing the
type of hockey in which to do it.
Without any question, he
seems to get stronger as the
season goes along, BG head
coach Jerry York said. "January through March he has been
playing outstanding and is truly
at the top of his game.
"He's playing as well as any
goaltender I have coached in 17

years, during this stretch of the
last month and a half, and we've
had some good goaltenders."
After starting the season with
a meager 11-10 mark, the Falcons have gone 14-5-3 since
Christmas break to turn the
season around and give them
hopes of making the NCAA tournament.
"When Christmas came, it
seemed like we got a fresh
start," Connell said. "We started doing the little things that
were needed to win."
One of the reasons for BG's
success lies in the way Connell
and his fellow defensemen have
responded to the challenge.
"Right now, the whole team is
really working well together,"
the junior construction mangement major said. "Because of
the new defense, the defensemen are keeping their men tied
up which is allowing me to see
the puck better, and they also
aren't allowing any rebounds."
But Alan Leggett, team cocaptain and detenseman, feels
the success starts back at the
net.
"Last year and this year, he
has really excelled in the
Elayoffs," Leggett said. "It real.' helps the whole team relax
when we are playing with a goalie of this caliber."
Connell was at that caliber
last weekend when the CCHA
playoffs opened and the Falcons
were at Michigan for a best-

f2 BDRM APTH

of-three series. Here he recorded 85 saves in the three games,
including 25 in the Falcons' triple
overtime victory in the third
game.
The win over the Wolverines
pits BG against their arch-rivals
Michigan State, a game to which
Connell always looks forward.
"I'm really psyched to play
Michigan State,'' he said. Jl
look forward to playing against
(Jason) Muzzatti (MSUgoalie).
"MSU has a tremendous team
which is well-balanced, but we
are beating good teams now,
and it should be a great game for
hockey fans."
When the Cranston, Rhode
Island native first came to BG,
things weren't working out quite
as well as they are now. Upon
arrival, Connell crawled into the
shadow of the then-legendary
Gary Kruzich.
With Kruzich a senior and
Connell a freshman, the two
immediately gained a teacherstudent type relationship.
"My freshman year I came in
and knew where I stood. I knew
stepping in would be a big job,"
he said. "Gary and I became
i;ood friends and he taught me a
ot about playing this position.''
Once Kruzich left, however,
the burden seemed to grow, and
at times the fans were unforgiving toward the new man between the pipes.
"The hardest part came when
I tried to replace him," Connell

Host an exchange student.

courtesy the Key/Mark Thalman
Bowling Green goalie Paul Connell deflects an Illinois-Chicago shot by Bob Melton as Chad Arthur (right) and
Kevin Dahl help out. The Falcon icers travel to Joe Louis Arena to compete in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association's Final Four this weekend.

said. "The fans were so used to
Gary, that they wanted me to
play like him. For a while I tried
to be like him to please everyone, but that didn't work.
"So I figured it was time to
take the bull by the horns and
play my game. It was definitely
a big adjustment for me."
But it was an adjustment
which has worked out for both

Connell and the Falcons.
During the series at Michigan,
Connell recorded his 50th and
51st wins of his career to go
along with 24 losses and five ties.
The win against UM sets the
tone for an exciting weekend yet
to come in Joe Louis Arena (site
of the CCHA Final Four).
"A win of that nature carries a
lot of momentum with it into the

by Matt Schroder
sports reporter

REACH
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Campus Manor
*
*
*

All malor utilities paid
Balconies
on-siie laundry facilities

iident ^tdviiori
iuggeitea to live ator

841 Eighth street]
$435.00 per semester!
based on 4 persons
H.E. Management!]

? charged the rate of

If you wish to respond
please fill this out and drop
in any OUTREACH box
or call 372-7522.

352-9302
x

Call to hear about
our one Ddrm. aois.

x

U.S.G. wants to work for you!

%\ OFF
Any

pizza

with on* or more items

V.

ttOa ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
pmGOODTHRU 4-30-89

OPIN 4

Best Pizza in B.C.

The University of Pittsburgh gynmnastics team
will invade the Eppler North gymnasium to take
on Bowling Green today as the Falcons wind up
their regular season schedule at 7 p.m.
Head coach Charles Simpson said he is looking
Forward to the meet as a chance for the team to
raise its season average score (SAS), which currently stands at 179.78.
"Our road scores are fine, but it's our home
scores that are holding us back right now," Simpson said.
The NCAA looks at a team's top two home scores
and its top two road scores, plus one extra score
when determining the best seven teams in the reSlon. These seven teams then go on to the regional
lurnament at Perm State.

IHU». NIT!
IS i*tC*IN
NIK. All SEATS
• 3.00 MICT OUI
NIW MANAOf ■
KEVIN HAtOT.

C>PIN A P

0NE
COUPON PER PIZZA
m GOOD THRU 4-30-89

352-5166

Pittsburgh, the Falcons' opponent tonight, is
right behind BG in the regional standings. Simpson
says this adds an extra dimension to the meet.
"Pitt is right behind us, and they want to get
ahead of us just as much as we want to stay ahead
of them." he said.

ElNK

Sam Neill
WIILIAM HURT
COTfVlCTIOrl. KATHLEEN TURNER
COUPAQC.
GEENA DAVIS
EE3 (E3
NIGHTLY AT 7:15
NIGHTLY i
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AMEHICAN HTDBON

348s:
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FO* LIGHT EYlS
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• AMERICAN MV IP
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5488;
CONTACTS ^"i

?S"..CTS

entire summer.
2 Bdrms. as low as
i $550 whole summer.

Visit us
at 505 Clough
Apt. B
or call

69.88;

FYECLASSES
HAMES • fliFOCALS

7488

6488
"WITH PUftCHAft Of f Yfl UAH

8988
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c^^urlington Optical

Come get scared into a
great time as
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CONTACTS
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SUMMER

\ Summer rates are set

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES

Best Pizza In B.C.
COUPON

Incidentally, the Mid-American Conference
championships count just like a regular home
meet for BG, so the team still has two meets to
move into the seventh position in the region. They
currently stand eighth.

INTHEDARK
*3SRj^
| R.E. Management
Meryl Streep
1UUKI31

Free Delivery
IDry^XP^

BG's two best scores, 180.5 and 180.05, against
Kentucky and Illinois State, respectively, both
came on the road. However, the top two home
scores aren't as high (179.75,178.6).
The fifth score the team will use is 180, which
came last weekend against Central Michigan.

BOTH MOVIES END TONITE

Any large pizza
with on* or mor* items

Free Delivery

ipastf
352-5166

92 OFF

And if there is anyone on the
BG team that knows about handling pressure and playing well
in the big game, it s Paul Connell.

BG tUITlblerS hOSt Pitt

only 2 locations len
for fall 1989-90

finals," Connell said. "We have
proven we can handle ourselves
in these situations, and we will
do what it takes — we're no
longer afraid to take chances."

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

)l Phi Mu proudly announces their
* New 1989-90 Executive Members:

President
Susan Van Donsel
VP of Chapter Development
Renee Hein
VP of Cabinet
Kim Epstien
Corresponding Secretary
Edith Ruf
Recording Secretary
Kristin Brink
Panhellenic Delegate
Christ. Carlson
Phi Director
Betsy Vogel
Treasurer
Magda Hrawbowy
Social Chairman
Vicki Wahl
House Manager
Laurie Domin
Membership Director
Stacey Bayrle
CONGRATULATIONS!

presents "The Phantom of the Opera"
Tonight at 9:30 pm in Gish Film Theater FREE!
This weekend Imagine the fun !
8:00 pm
10:00 pm in 210 MSC.
midnight
'1.50 with BGSU I.D.
Co-sponsored by WBGU

► ALSO* COMING AAARCH 29th !
"Dive-In" Movie at Cooper Pool
WATCH FOR DETAILS !
*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

4>M

*M

*M

*M

4>M

*M
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Gregory a hit from long range Harmon denies
agent's charge
by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

BG News/Pat Mingarelli
Bowling Green's Joe Gregory surveys the court in action earlier this
season. Gregory ended the season as the MidAmerican Conference's
second leading three-point shooter.

Joe Gregory shuffles nonchalantly up the court, looks over
the defense, and pulls up for a
three-point bomb.
Bingo, a
trifecta — the
three-point
shot.
The shot
which gives
hope to a team
trailing in a
game and
gives headaches to the . re
coach whose ^ 9°'y
team is in the lead.
The Bowling Green senior
guard caused quite a few of
those headaches this season,
tossing in 59 shots from behind
the three-point line. Miami's
Tim Stewart, who nailed 63, is
the only player in the MidAmerican Conference to make
more three-pointers than Gregory.
"Joe is one of the best shooting
guards in the whole league," BG
head coach Jim Larranaga said.
"He has done a very good job of
scoring. When we are functioning well as a team, and are moving the ball well, Joe is very
good at getting open.
"You need balance and he
(Gregory) and Kirk Whiteman
give us a three-point threat."
Gregory, a personnel administrative management major,
came to BG from Detroit's
Bishop Borgess High School in
1985. He made an immediate
mark as a freshman, starting 21
Sames under former BG coach
ohn Weinert. Four years and
1,027 points later, Gregory's career in a Falcon uniform is nearing its end.
"This was not a dream senior
season, but in sports you have to
learn to take tne good with the
bad," Gregory said. "I would
have liked For things to go better
on the court, but I still have a lot
of things going for me outside of

Astros rattle Jackson
PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP) Cincinnati Reds pitcher Danny
Jackson's continuing troubles
with the Houston Astros aren't a
cause for concern, Reds manager Pete Rose said after his
team's W exhibition victory
Wednesday over Houston.
Jackson allowed the Astros
five hits and three runs, two of
them earned, while striking out
three hitters in four innings
Wednesday. He left the game
with the Reds trailing 3-1, before
their comeback.
Jackson lost to Houston three
times in three starts last season
and had a 10.3 earned run average against the Astros, the only
team he failed to defeat during
his first season in the National
League.

who was 23-8 with Cincinnati in
1988 despite his troubles with the
Astros. "They are a fastball-

hitting team. Even the very
great pitchers have a team they
have trouble with."

BE A PART OF IT !!

basketball — such as graduating
in May."
For his career Gregory is
averaging 9.8 points a game,
and leads BG in scoring this
season with a 13.4 average. He
also leads the team in assists
with 85.
The cagers have a young
squad this season with Gregory,
Lamon Pippin and Darrell
McLane being the only upperclassmen on the roster. Witn so
many young players, Gregory
said the leadership role feu on
his shoulders.
"This is a young team and the
guys have a great future ahead
of them," Gregory said. "I try to
play as hard as I can and hope it
rubs off on the other guys. I try
to lead through example, not
words, because they seem to follow your lead more when you're
playing hard."
Despite the cagers' seventhplace regular season finish,
Gregory said this season provided his most special basltetball memory.
"Beating Kentucky at Kentucky this year was a feeling 1
think only winning a championship could top," Gregory said.
'TCentucky is the type of program you've been watching
since you're a little kid and beating them in front of 20,000 fans
was great."
Gregory's most trying time as
a basketball player also occurred in the 88-89 campaign.
BG dropped four straight MAC
games to Central Michigan,
Eastern Michigan, Kent State,
and Ball State in the middle of
the season. Gregory said that
string of losses was difficult to
swallow.
"That losing streak was pretty
hard to go through because
something you love so much is
causing you so much discomfort," he said. "You put so much
of your life and devote so much
of your time into the sport... it is
very depressing, especially during your senior year, to go
through something like that."

CHICAGO (AP) — Running back Ronnie Harmon said his
education at the University of Iowa was no joke, as an attorney
in the fraud trial of two sports agents Wednesday questioned
why Harmon was allowed to play football despite failing
grades.
Harmon, the government's first witness in the trial of Norby
Walters and Lloyd Bloom, acknowledged he was put on academic probation at the end of his Junior year at Iowa and took a
summer course in "water color painting," in which he got a 'D'
grade.
But Harmon and Iowa officials said his grades never made
him ineligible to play football. And they said he was given no
special treatment.
"Did it appear that the University of Iowa was bending the
rules (so Harmon could play football)," asked Dan Webb, the
attorney representing Bloom.
"Not at all," replied Fred Minis, Iowa's assistant athletic director.
"A lot of guys are on academic probation from semester to
semester but they are still eligible," Coach Hayden Fry said
Tuesday. "It depends on what the cumulative grade (gradepoint) total is; it depends on how much a U' would bring it
down. It might still be enough to be eligible.
"I guarantee you — I guarantee you — that there is not anybody connected with Iowa intercollegiate athletics, men's or
women's programs, who played when they were academically
ineligible," Fry said.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Howard Pearl asked Harmon
whether he thought his education at Iowa was a joke.
"No," replied Harmon, who is now with the Buffalo Bills.
Walters, 58, and Bloom, 24, both based in New York, are accused of racketeering, fraud and extortion in what authorities
contend was a scheme to defraud colleges and universities by
recruiting athletes before their college eligibility had expired.
Both have pleaded innocent.
Defense attorneys maintain Walters and Bloom were the victims of money-hungry athletes and colleges, and have attempted to focus their case on challenging the college sports system.
Harmon testified Tuesday that he was approached by Walters and Bloom while still a junior at Iowa. He said he fired
them after receiving nearly $54,000 in cash and goods for his
signature on a contract that was in violation of NCAA rules.
Mims acknowledged, under questioning by Webb, that Harmon had taken no courses toward his major — computer science — by the end of his sophomore year. Harmon later
changed his major to "general studies," Mims said.
Mims also acknowledged that Devon Mitchell, a defensive
back and former teammate of Harmon's now with the Detroit
Lions, took courses like karate, billiards, bowling, jogging and
tennis, and after the first semester of his second year at Iowa
got three 'F' grades, a 'D' and a 'C.'
Neither Harmon nor Mitchell graduated from Iowa, Mims
said.

FIFTH THIRD'S AUTO LOAN.
ITMAKESBUYINGACARAS
EASY AS CHILD'S PLAY.

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN BEING A

POMMERETTE
SHOULD ATTEND ONE OF THESE MEETINGS:
SUN. MAR. 12- 5:00 P.M.
112 LIFE SCIENCE BLDG.
MON. MAR. 13- 7:30 P.M.
112 LIFE SCIENCE BLDG.

"He didn't let up. He throws
hard," Rose said of Jackson,

VOTE

The Non-Traditional Student Association is proposing a
new Constitution and By-Laws, which can be
inspected at the N.T.S.A. office, HOC Moseley Hall.
Ballots may be picked up by non-traditional students at
the N.T.S.A. office anytime until March 17, I989.
Nominations for officer elections may also be turned in
at that time. Officer elections will take place
immediately after Spring Break.
GUESS WHO'S COMING TO CAMPUS?

THE FOLKS FROM WALT DISNEY WORLD!
Interviewing lor the Summer or Fall semester of 1989
Mandatory Presentation: Thursday March 9. 1989
at 7 00 pm in 115 Education Bidg
Interviews will De held Friday March 10
m the Cooperative Education Otlice
on the 2nd lloor ot the Administration Building
For more Information call the Cooperative Education: 372-2451

Buyingacarcantakealotof
timeanddecisions. There areso
many choices, prices and deals to
think about. And then there's the
loan to consider.
That swherewecome in. We
can help keep thingssimple. In
fact, Fifth Third has helped put
more people behind the wheel than
any other bank in Hancock County.
Partly because of the rates we offer.
But mostly because of our special
style of personalized service.

CHOOSING OUR LOAN FOR
PERSONALREASONS.
whether you need a car, truck,
trailerorrecreation vehicle. Fifth
Third can custom-make a loan to
suit your needs. And because when
it comes to making auto loans, we
believe in going the distance, no
matter who or where your dealer is.
when you find the deal you want,
you can get the loan you need.

0-60 IN PRACTICALLY NO
TIMEFLAT.

tion or an auto loan application.
Ortalk toyour dealer. .And ifyou
have a One Account Plus, we can
sweeten your deal with a special low
interest rate. Ifyou don't havea
One Account Plus, nowyou have
another good reason to find out
about gettingone.
.Apply foryourFifth Third
auto loan today ttilhourquick
approval process, we'll have you
on the road again in no time.

FlfTH THM) BASK
Call or stop by any Fi fth Th i rd
O* "vCMIHWISTtltN OHIO
BankingCenterformore informaNott serving Findlay. Tiffin, fowling Green,

Fosloria, Bascom. and Sett Riegei.
Member FDIC

Good Luck in the MACs - All the way to NCAA!

Good Luck Falcons!

Churchill's
1141 S. Main
354-2526

Hope and Glor
Go Falcons!

Itudent Book Exchange
530 E. Woost*

m-mt

Churchill's
123 S Main SI . BG
352-3610
Acrou from Huntlngton Bank
Oail 10-9
Sal 10-5
Sun 12-4

K 1 A *5 M
<*;

1141 S. Main
354-2526
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Twins will outlast battered East
COMMENTARY
by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

The American League looks unbalanced, as usual.
The Eastern Division has six teams
which could make a run at the pennant,
while the West has only two legitimate
6respects. But, once again, the teams in
ie East will beat up on each other in
the regular season, only to see the West
win the pennant.
Here is a look at the divisional races.
With this year's choice, the Minnesota Twins.
EASTERN DIVISION:
1.Milwaukee Brewers —
The
Brewers are one of those teams that
looks extremely dangerous on paper.
Their pitching staff is balanced with
Ted Higuera (16-9 in '88), who is out until May, providing the Brew Crew with a
legitimate Cy Young prospect. Paul
Molitor and Robin Yount provide them
with two solid .300 hitters. KEY: If they
can stay in the race until Higuera returns, they should take the division.
2.Toronto Blue Jays — The Blue Jays
are a scary team. If they can put their
clubhouse problems of 1988 behind
them, they could be a threat to take the
division crown. With the services of
Jimmy Key for the entire season, the

Jays will have a solid staff. George Bell
must come back and have the type of
season of which he is capable. KEY: It
cannot be another season of manager
Jimmy Williams vs. Bell.
3.Detroit Tigers — Alan Trammel]
provides the All-Star with which Sparky
Anderson hopes to build his club
around. The off-season acquisition of
Keith Moreland should help supply the
Kwer from the right side of the plate.
ok for Jack Morris to produce Cy
Young type numbers — he will be looking for a new contract. KEY: If Chris
Brown can adapt to his new surroundings and meet the requirements placed
on him by Anderson, the Tigers could be
roaring come October.
4.New York Yankees — A new manager, but the same old team. It didn't
take Dallas Green long to confront his
first problem as manager of the Bronx
Zoo, Rickey Henderson. The Yankees
will be counting on a big season from
Dave Winfield and Don Mattingly.
KEY: Green must keep the clubhouse
at ease, and hope that Andy Hawkins
(14-11 in San Diego) is the answer on the
mound.
5. Boston Red Sox — This is a team
that could go either way. They have the
talent to go the distance, but one has to
wonder the effects all of the off-season
controversy has had on this club. Wade
Boggs (.366), is the type of player who
could very well have his best season.
The question mark for this offenseladen club is the pitching staff. While

they do possess Roger Clemens, the
most feared pitcher in the big leagues,
the loss of Bruce Hurst to the Padres
could be their downfall. KEY: They
have to overcome the wrath of Margo
Adams.
6.Cleveland Indians — The Indians
are always a hard team to figure out.
They are usully right in the hunt until
the All-Star break, but then find a way
to fall out of the race come October.
Last year they finished only 11 games
back, but the loss of Julio Franco could
hurt the Tribe. After all, he was their
only .300 hitter last year. The starting
pitching is a real question mark. Greg
Swindell has the talent to win 20 games,
but many doubt his stamina. KEY: Can
Doug Jones produce the same type of
numbers he aid last year?
7. Baltimore Orioles — This is a team
that has dedicated themselves 100 percent to rebuilding a once-proud ballclub. Following last year's disaster, the
O's hope to get the younger players
some much-needed experience, while
the always-tough Cal Ripken (23 HR's)
teaches them.KEY: Baltimore fans will
have to sit on their hands for a season
before they can expect anything out of
their 'Birds'.
WESTERN DIVISION:
1.Minnesota Twins — Little do most
people know, but the Twins had the second-best record in the entire AL last
season (91-71). This year, with the addition of left-hander Shane Rawley, the
Twins seem set to bring back the div-

ision title. The offense is top-notch, led
by one of the most versatile players of
the game in Kirby Puckett. The pitching staff will be anchored by last year's
Cy Young winner Frank Viola who won
25 for the Twins. KEY: Consistency out
of Rawley will write the Twin ticket
come October.
2 Oakland A's — This is a team which
everyone has penciled in to repeat
again. The problem I find with this is
the pitching staff. Can Dave Stewart
repeat his performance (21-12) of last
year? Is Storm Davis a legitimate
20-win threat? These are all questions
which surround the A's. Relief ace
Dennis Eckersley will need to repeat
his 45-save performance, but he made
60 appearances last year. KEY: Stewart needs to stay consistent throughout the entire year and Jose Canseco
must again produce a 40/40 season.
3. Texas Rangers — A complete
overhaul is what this team has done and
the question marks are waiting to be
answered. The pitching staff now includes Nolan Ryan — who left the Astros — and Jamie Mover, a solid lefthander from the Cubs. They also picked
up Franco from the Indians along with
Rafael Palmeiro, who has all-star talent and batted .307 with the Cubs.KEY:
If the new additions pan out, the Rangers could become the biggest craze in
Texas since oil.
4.Kansas City Royals — The only offseason acquisition was Bob Boone, a
41-year-old catcher who will fit in per-

Batters spring ahead early
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) — Pitchers are supposed to be ahead of
hitters in the spring. Everyone in baseball knows that.
So why are Wade Boggs, Will Clark and others already swinging in
midseason form while Dwight Gooden, Dennis Eckersley and plentv
of other pitchers are getting pounded?
"Usually the pitchers are ahead. I don't know why it's not happening this time," said Clark, who is 4-for-12 with a double and triple for
San Francisco.
"The pitchers and catchers get down here earlier and should be a
week advanced," he said. "But maybe they're still getting the kinks
out."
Like the Oakland pitchers. Last season, the Athletics led the
American League with a 3.44 earned run average. This spring, they
have a 5.65 ERA.
Eckersley, who led the majors with 45 saves, has given up seven
runs on 11 hits in six innings. He has been tagged for three home
runs, picking up where he left off after Kirk Gibson's shot in the
World Series.
Bob Welch, a 17-game winner for Oakland, has yielded six runs on
eight hits in seven innings.
I'm not worried," Manager Tony La Russa said. "They're getting their work in. The consistency will come later."
Boggs is always consistent, no matter how controversy swirls
around him. Like Pete Rose, Boggs possesses the ability to block out
everything once he steps into the batter's box.

Boggs is 10-for-16 this spring and seems ready to win a sixth batting title for Boston.
''I'm just swinging and a lot of them are falling in," he said. "It's
as simple as that?'
After hitters ruled baseball in 1987 and pitchers struck back last
season, maybe the pendulum is swinging back to the swingers.
Glenn Davis has nit three home runs this spring for Houston. Bobby Bonilla is 7-for-14 and driven home five runs for Pittsburgh.
Jack Clark is 4-for-8 for San Diego and Candy Maldonado is 6-for-15
for San Francisco.
The Seattle Mariners, 11th in the AL in runs last season, have
scored 49 in five games so far.
"We knew we needed to improve our offense," new Manager Jim
Lefebvre said. "We're doing pretty well so far."
But pity those poor pitchers.
Gooden gave up three runs on five hits in three innings in his first
spring outing for the New York Mets. California ace Mike Witt has
allowed six runs on 11 hits in six innings and Boston's Oil Can Boyd
suffered the ultimate spring indignity, getting relieved after permitting seven runs in 12-3 innings.
Los Angeles, which relied on its pitching to win the World Series, is
having some trouble. Tim Belcher gave up three runs in three innings, and Fernando Valenzuela, trying to come back from arm
problems, gave up seven runs on six hits and four walks in two innings.

Castillo seeks playing time
TUCSON, Arizona (AP) —
Carmen Castillo has always
wanted the opportunity to play
more baseball, but has never allowed his frustration to affect
his attitude.
"I don't want to have problems at the ballpark, and I just
keep things to myself. I don't
give anybody trouble," Castillo,
a part-time designated hitter
ana outfielder, said at the Cleveland Indian's spring training
camp.
"I just try to work hard and
keep in shape. That's why people respect me," Castillo said.
Castillo, 30, has been with
Cleveland longer than any cur-

rent Indian player. Since 1982,
he has spent four full seasons,
including the last three, and
Barts of three other seasons with
ie Indians.
The right-handed power hitter
has never had more than 220 at
bats in a single season, however.
Castillo has a .256 career batting
average and has hit 47 home
runs in just 1152 at bats.
"It's kind of hard but there's
nothing I can do about it. A lot of
times I've had little meetings
with the Indian's front office,
and asked them to give me an
opportunity to try with somebody else if they're not going to

use me.
"I've done that a few times
and they always reply that I'll
get more playing time, but that
I've got to wait," Castillo said.

with Cleveland exceeded five
seasons at the end of the 1988
season, he became eligible by
the laws of major league baseball to demand a trade.

Get Acquainted With Rib Shack Ribs

2

ANYBBQ

BABYBACK RIBS
DINNER
with col* tlaw or ippii uuc*.
bakad of b'oajtid potato,
homamade rolls
With this coupon—Dino In Only
(Reg. Price $7.85)
119 N. Main, B.C.
Coupon good 4 p.m 'til doting
PHONE 353-0068
thru Sun.. March 12. '919
Open Mon.-Thur». 3-11 p.m.; Frl. 4 Set. 3-Mldnlght; Sun. 3-» p.m.

Qkack

«

$
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GREENBRIAR Inc.
Is Now Renting Frazee Avenue
Apartments for Fall 1989.
2 Bedroom, Furnished apartments with
2 baths s600 per month & electric.
We also have other apartments and
houses for rent. For more details
CALL
352-0717

224 E. Wooster

Norman searches
for winning form
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) There was a malaise, a
slump, a decline.
"I was in limbo," Greg
Norman said.
The wrist, damaged in the
1988 U.S. Open, often was
blamed for his slide from the
peak in golf.
Norman dismissed that as a
cause.
"It all goes back to Augusta," the Australian said of
Larry Mize's playoff pitch-in
that left Norman a stunned,
beaten man in the 1987 Masters.
For almost two years Norman steadfastly maintained
it took him only three weeks
to recover from that devastating shot. Not so, he said
Wednesday.
"I think I was trying too
hard to prove that it hadn't
bothered me," said the man
who won the 1986 British Open
and led through three rounds
of the Masters, U.S. Open and
PGA.
"It got into my head. I was
in limbo."

Last season Castillo got only
176 at bats, his fewest in the
major leagues since 1983. He
batted .273 with four home runs.

Norman, hailed as the
world's finest player, went
into a decline. In the 23
months since Mize's pitch, he
won once in the United States
and a few times overseas.
"I hit rock bottom in the
Nabisco" at Pebble Beach,
Calif., in November, Norman
said. He finished dead last,
five strokes higher than the
next man.
"I couldn't believe I played
that bad. I simply couldn't believe it."
The terrible memory
haunted him on the long flight
back to Australia
"I talked to (his wife)
Laura. I talked to Hughes
(agent Hughes Norton), he
said, and paused.
"I talked to mvself.
"I told myself, 'You can't
play that bad'."
The result, Norman said,
has been a new mental approach, a rethinking and revamping of his priorities and
schedule, and, quite possibly,
a return to the form mat once
made him the best.
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fectly with the aging Royals club. Eor
the Royals to succeed, George Brett,
Frank White and Willie Wilson must
have career years. As for the pitching,
Mark Gubicza (20-8) gives the club a
20-game winner. KEY: Royals manager John Wathan must find a closer in
the bullpen.
5.Chlcago White Sox — Fifth place
has become commonplace for the
ChiSox, finishing there the last three
years. But if they wish to move up, the
young pitchers Melido Perez (12-10)
and Jack McDowell (5-10) must carry
the club. Offensively they are led by
Carlton Fisk, who hit 19 home runs in
only 76 games. KEY: The White Sox
need a lot of quick maturity from last
year's pitching staff.
6.California Angels — The Angels are
a team in dire need of a youth movement. Instead of building for the future,
they signed 37-year-old Bert Blyleven.
The pitching staff is anchored by the return of Mike Witt who led the club with
13 wins last season. Returning to aid the
offense is Wally Joyner (.295). KEY:
Johnny Ray and Claudell Washington
must produce for the Angels to have a
shot... at fifth place.
7. Seattle Mariners — The Mariners
are currently on a streak that is not
worth bragging about. They have never
finished above .500, and that is not
about to change this year. KEY: For
the Mariners to rise out of the basement, their best bet would be to join a
minor league.

N Available Options
I • Pooh • Privatf Bakcnm
T • Elevator • MKrowam
■ toplacn -.'din
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Floyd flr Stewart
HfflUts« Sato- 6404 ffln
17 SouUi.. Sorhloc Beach. 5C
I -800-334 ©671
SC Oil 805-238-HS7

I \ J Ifcllh'W.lll to W.lll < ,II| Hllll^

i \u.i large closets linen«losei
i las heal and « ooking
Laundr> areas Incai t> building
Patio .iu.t grills available
Sound < ondittoned tniertoi

Al residents w* have member sh* privileges
to Chfywood HeaRf. Spa
Complete lac*iws lor men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• Metro Sauna
•

Complete Extras* Equipment

• Indoor Haaicd Pool
•

N MAIN ■ BQWIING GREEN

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

GLOSS
CITV
fiLL
STflRS
March 9-11
Thur. - Sat.
Band updates on BG 5
Howard's is a Designate* Driver Participant

New Weight Equipment

• Tanning Booth Available

WEIGHTLIFTERS,
GYMNASTS, DANCERS,
SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS,
ATHLETES OF ALL KINDS . . .

BE A CHEERLEADER !!
PLAN TO ATTEND ONE OF
THE FOLLOWING MEETINGS:
TUE., MAR. 14 - 7:30 P.M.
110 BUS. ADM. BUILDING
WED., MAR. 15 - 7:30 P.M.
110 BUS. ADM. BUILDING
MEN AND WOMEN WELCOME !
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
* • ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS ■ *
There Ml M in ACE meeting Tuesday
March 14 a( 6 30 m 403 Mosetey Hal Everyone <a wetcome'F
* Attention Junior* and Seniors*
Applications are now available lor
•Omlcfon Delia Kappa National Leadership
Honorary'
Available at 405 Student Services Bidg
'Return by March 17th at UAO office*

University Ambassador
TONIGHT
Meeting at Mileti Alumni Center
800 PM
Steering Committee at 7 00 PM
WBQU-POWER 88 Bnnga you the best nfliB.
Dance Music a Rap m the area every Mon .
Tue andThurs 8-10pm
Win a semesters tree tuition
Buy your tickets in the Union Foyer Today

LOST & FOUND
Just m time for Florida
FUN-INTHE SUN
Wed March 15
Union Foyer 94
Free product samples
Tips on sate tanning
Sponsored by 'The WeH"

??HAVE YOU WITNESSED A DISAPPEAR
INO??
Lost A burgandy portfolio In library 3-2-89 Important papers inside it found please call Kelly
3533989

7?HAVE VOU WITNESSED A DISAPPEAR.
ING??
DO YOU WANT TO TAKE THE MONEY OUT
OF POLITICS? Join the Citizens Initiative to Reform Ohio Campaign Finance Law Concerned
citizens are needed lor petition drive n Et G
area For more information contact Stephen
Zachanas (353-4981) weekdays, or David
Preston (353-5135) weekends
For the best in R a B. Rap & Dance MUSK: m NW
Ohio Tune into WBGU ■ POWER M
Every Monday through FRIDAY 8 10 PM
on*S.1 FM
Free Sett-defense night
ft 00 Eppier Middle Tonight
Free and Open to All

Hey Mac. Kohl. Conklin residents and guests
Are you ready lor Spring Break' To get ready
(or the tun and the Sun. come to the Pre-Sprlng
Fling
March 11 9-1
Kohl Ground Floor
Interested «n being involved «i the Student Rec
Center*
Applications are available in the SRC office tor
1989-90 Student Rec Center CouncH. until
March 17
LAG A
There will be a meeting of the Lesbian and Gay
Alliance Thursday. March 9 at 8 30 P M The
moating will be held m the basement of the
United Christian Fellowship Center and is free
and open to all Call the Link for more viformaIDA
Sen tors
If you plan to participate m May 6. 1989 commencement ceremonies, your cap and gown
order must be placed by April 1. f 989 Please
place your order at the gift counter m the University Bookstore or by phoning 372-2851 It
your order is phoned m. you will need to know
your capsize

TTHAVE YOU WITNE6SED A D.SAPPEAA
INO??
Alpha XI • • Lisa Strmac
Congratulations on your engagment to Rob I'm
looking forward lo Saturday night'
Love. Missy K
P.s. I'l never forget your parting wordall
AM

aao

WFAL

FACTS FOR FLORI0A
CONTEST
4. How many stationary bikes are there in the
student rec center?
■answer and win a tree trip to clearwater
BE A DESIGNATED DRIVER

Lost a thm. solid gold, slip on bracelet with
three black and white pearls, m Mcdonald Had
area Large reward'Please caH 2-1028
Sentimental Value1

SAVE A LIFE1

BONUS INCOME
Earn $200*500 weekly Mailing 1989 travel
brochures For more information send stamped
envelope to Inc PO Box 2139 Miami. FL
33281

A TO Z DATA CENTER 352 5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS Federal Ex
pr*»ss. Typ»ng. Resumes, FAX. Copies
Center for Choice II
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo. OH

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We listen. We care. We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354 HOPE
SNOWBUNNIES OF B.G.
Is It cold out for you too?
Lets start our own heat wavsl
Mala Dancer 354-3138.
Stressed, tense or sore?
Your answer a massage!!
S15'session Call 353-4963
Typing Service
Resumes-term papers
354-0371
WM do ironing m my home CaH 352-6160 early
morning
momma hrs
hra

BREAK SPECIAL: SUNTAN VISITS 11.00
EACH ONLY at HAIR UNLIMITED, 143 W
Wooster. 353-3261
Cherrywood Health Spa-Tanning Booth
10 visits lor S20- 352-9378
Congratulations
10
Chris Clhak
Sigma Nu Brother of the Week
CONGRATULATIONS

MM

Trm Piei Rob Young
Mike Siebar Steve Rowe
T.m Peterson Doug "Nimme" Tailford
Rob "tool" Thorndike E Scott Nix

DANFI'N DISANTO.
I am glad to see your back! Hang In there,
everything will get better.
Love, Donna
DESIGNATED DRIVER PROGRAM
Sponsored by
Never Again
Prevention Center lor
Alcohol A Other Drug Abuse
Eta SKjma Gamma ' USG
DG DG Debbie Major DG DG
Congratulations on being selected Delta Tau
Delta House Sweetheart'
Love your Dee Gee Sisters

PERSONALS

Guess who s coming to campus?
COLLEGE PROGRAMS

Interviewing tor Summer or Fat) ot 1989
Mandatory Presentation Thurs March 9
1989
at 7 00 in 115 Education Bidg
Interviews will be held Friday. March 10
in 236 Administration Bidg (Co-op office)
For more into Cat 3722481

Student Council For Exceptional Children
Sunday March 12 1989
8 00 PM 406 Education
Everyone is welcome'

Doug- Contrary to popular belief, kttle sisters
can be a big help sometimes I'm always twe
lor you so cheer up and remember that to me.
you're the best
Love. Mlndy
Dr Sleven Thompson Speaks on.
RAPE PREVENTION
Wed March 15. 7 30 PM
Lenhart Baftroom Free Admission
DRY DOCK
ST. PAT'S NIGHT
SAT MARCH 11 TH

The Honors Student Association will be presenting a
Back to the 60s' coffeehouse
Tues March 7 at 7 30 pm
m the Honors Center below Kreischer Quad
Free for all munch»es and admittance
Performers cal Joan at 372-5779

INTRAMURAL A0VISORV BOARD APPUCATIONS ANYONE INTERESTED IN THE IN
TRAMURAL PROGRAM AND BECOMING A
MEMBER OF THE BOARD. PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY NOON THURSDAY. MARCH 18 1989

The Pre-Law Society
Proudly presents
"'Senator Betty Montgom•ry'••
Monday March 13 at 7 30 PM m rm 118 BA.
to discuss her experience as former Wood
County Prosecutor and her current poslhon in
the Senate All welcome) I

INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED
MANDATORY CLINIC-TUESDAY. MARCH 14
SRC ARCHERY/GOLF ROOMS 8 OOp m
PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

WBQU-POWER 88 Brings you the best m RSB
Rap. a Dance Music m NW Ohio every Monday
through Fnday 8-10 on 88.1 FM

" • DELTA SIG SEARCH PARTY •"
* slay tuned lor details *

DRY DOCK
ST. PAT'S NIGHT

DRY DOCK
ST. PAT'S NIGHT
SAT. MARCH 11TH
DRY DOCK

moaxaVino mal
- . »s r,,,

Gale Research Inc.

354-0558

ASSISTANT EDITORS
Gale Research Inc . a major publisher
of reference books lor libraries worldwide. Is seeking candidates for edito-

RAINMAN
R
EVENINGS 6 40 915

rial positrons lo do research and writIn English. Language or Humanities la
highly preferred; college course work
and Interest In literature of many peri-

THREE FUGITIVES

SHEEPISH GRIN

TRUE BELIEVER

!

J

SHEEPISH GRIN

DRY DOCK

expository

SHEEPISH GRIN
FRI. MARCH 10TH
For the best in R8B, Rap & Dance Music in NM
Ohio Tune into WBGU- POWER M
Every monday through Friday 6-10pm M.1 FM

writing

sample ot a literary nature (no |our nal lam articles, poetry or abort stories)
with salary requirements lo:

SSISSIPPI BURNING

DRY DOCK

portunities Our benefit package Includes flexible working hours; medi-

nonretumabte

Editorial Positions
College Recruiters
GALE RESEARCH, INC
Penobscot BuHdlng
Detroit. Ml 48326
An Equal Opportunity Employer MrF

Mona

DRY DOCK • DRY DOCK
Friday. March 10th along with Sheepish Grin
will bi' Big Hunk O'CheeseThen on Saturday
101h before our DJ starts spinning the
tunes Psycho Billy Cadillac will perform from
9- 10 PM
DRY DOCK • DRY DOCK

FRI. MARCH 10TH

available) along with a typewritten,

<fc

DRY DOCK • DRY DOCK
Sheepish Grin war be at DRY DOCK on Friday
the 10th ot March'
Than on Saturday the 11th of March DRY
DOCK wet be celebrating St. Pat's Day a little
early' So come and loin the funl

ods la required These are entry level
positions that offer advancement op-

cal, denial, optical and prescription
drug Insurance, tuition assistance
and paid time off between Christmas
and New Year's If Interested, please
send resume, collage transcript (If

DREAM A LITTLE DREAM

EVENINGS 9 20

9-3
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE COED BOWL
ING • MARCH 13; MEN'S a WOMEN'S SOCCER • MARCH 14 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00
P M IN 108 SRC
it' a a step In the fight direction
USG elections March 14-15
Step three: become Informed on the pUIforms of the candidates.
JAIL-NBAIL
JAIL-NBAIL
March 11. 1989
JAIL-NBAIL
JAIL-NBAIL

Have you wdneeeed a disappearing??
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER (OR
ANYTIME?) Jet there from Cleveland, Detroit,
or Chicago lor no more then $229, or Irom the
East Coast (or no more than S160 with AIRHITCH (r). aa reported in Consumer Reports.
NY Times. Lei's Go
Newsday. Good
Housekeeping, and national network morning
shows For details, cal 212-864-2000 or
write AIRHITCH. 2901 Broadway. Suite
100A.NY.NY10025

by Dugg Lamielle

Wanted Uve in summertime help Babysitting
and light housekeeping Mother's Little Helper
30S74 Woodstreem Drive. Farmlngton HMfs.
Ml 48018. (313) 851-0*80.

WINTER WEIGHT SWEATSHIRTS
NOW THROUGH Mar 1 7 you can get your
Bowling Green Lacrosse Sweatshirts. For
only $36 00 Quantities Limited. Order yours
Today by calling 353-7345 or 353-7867
Support This Winning Sport!
B 0 LAX UBack'

FOR SALE

ZEPPLIN' WHO * DOORS* FLOYD' YES
and much more
Start the weekend off nght with CLASSIC
FLASHBACK every Fnday night from 10-midnight Join Steve Hlgglna. your host, for the
best obscure cLaaaics only 88 1 WBGU
Request me 3722826

WANTED
1 Non-Smoking Female roomate needed for
1989-90 School year Call 372-4862 lor more
info.

2 female rmta for 89-90 school year to share a
2bdrm apt Rent $135 mo or S600 a semester CallOina 372-5459 or Laura 372 5574

JENNIFER JOY AFRATES
USG At-Large-Representative
VOTE March 14*15
KKGVs:
QBAB-A-DATE and meet at CASSIDY'S on
Friday. March 10.1910 Irom 5-1 pml
FREE food and drinks given every hour'
Legal Joint SI
Kamlkazl S1
During "Brathaus Friday Happy Hour" 3-9
pm
MUD VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
Pick up entries at Mileti Alumni Canter (across
Irom Harshman) Sponsored by Undergraduate
Alumni Association
MUD VOLLEYBALL
It il be here soon ■
Join In on me fun*
ENTRIES DUE MARCH 1 7
Sponsored by Undergraduate Alumni Association
Need clothes lor Spring Break?
Come lo T.O.'s and select t-shirts Irom our
wide array ot colors and sizes' You can't go
wrong with a T "• or T.O.'s
T.O.'s Campus Corner

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains, Northeaatem Pennsylvania. Lehlkan. P.O. Box 234BG. Kenllworth. NJ 07033
(201)276-0565
4-6 females needed for summer. Roommates
needed to sublease to, house on Manviiie Low
pnce close to campus. caH us' 354-3063
Male roommate to sub-lease apartment for Fa*
semester 1969 Rent $ 135 a month plus electric. 610 5th Street Call Dave at 354-3236 or
leave a message
Needed: 1 roommate lo share Haven Home
apartment for summer. Call Donna al 2-5348
or Chris at 2-5246.
Non-smokmg female needed 89-90 school
year and/or summer 69 Own room Quiet apt
Napoleon Rd Reasonable rent ph 353-6489
Roommates needed to share downtown apt
88-89 School year'' still looking for apt call
Angle 372 3534
Wanted 1 -4 roommates for the summer Pnme
location on Manvtlle CaH 354-3063
Wanted 4 people to sublease apartment for
summer Central Air Close to Campus It interested cal 353 8208
Wanted Ride to any place m New York or New
England on March 17th Will pay cash $
Amount negotiable Please cal 353-3694.

O's Herbs and Vitamins has moved
For afl vitamins & herbs
CaH 665 3674
Oh lift your eyes up to the sky.
For Alpha Delts are passing by1
Congratulations on being the FIRST
FINEST' You are wonderful women'

Who knew that when we castofff wa would disc
ver pearls in the ocean?! Congratulations lo
Chris Eitzman for your pearling to Tim Badenhop'
Love, your ALpha Dell Sisters

1 roommate needed May to May Own room,
on Manvrle 1 block from campus 160 mo
pkia tow utilities CaH 354-2383

Wanted i female roommate to share a 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath apartment this summer Rent
is negotiable Cal Melissa at 353-4162
and

Phantom Circus (Formerly the Exchange)
Thuraday March t
9-12
Quad Rock Cafe
Free to alt (this means you)
Pi Kappa Phi Kappa Sig
Jon a Ntck.
What's p«nk and Mack and hot to the touch
You H tind out m Canada cause we love you so
much
Love,
Kimster & Ca/la
RAPE PREVENTION
Learn how to stay sale m B G "
Wed March 15. 7 30PM
Lenhart BaMroorn-Free Admiaaion
ROAST YOUR BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK (OR
ANYTIME!) ROUND-TRIP JET AIRFARE TO
THE CARIBBEAN. S1I9IM Why hang around
and freeze your butt ott when you can be
stretched out on the sand of a beautitul Caribbean resort island (or a lovely coastal resort in
Mexico or South America) tor only 189 bucks?
Flights go Irom CLE. DTT. PIT. and aH East
Coast cities
Call SUNHITCHtm
212864 2000
ROCK MUSIC AND CARTOONS
How are they effecting Christian homes Hear
Frank Carl at 10 am March 12 at the Bowling
Green Church of the Nazarene-1291 Conneaut
Romanovsky and Philips
Live in concert
8 PM Wednesday March 15
Moore Musical Arts Center
Sick and tired of increases m tuition?
VOTE
PETERS. FRAY
Sigma Nu Frank Nagy
Congratulations on Brother of the Year'
Elizabeth

ing lot our books Bachelor s degree

THE BURBS
PG
EVENINGS 7 05 9 45

9

I'm Driving Club-Designated Driver Program
Sign-Up
Math-Science Bidg
Mon-FriMarch6-10

SAT. MARCH 11 TH

FRI. MARCH 10TH

cinema

IS

On a successful 1989 Pinochle Tournament

WALT DISNEY WORLD

Sports Management Club Meeting
Guest Speaker Steve Barr
Asst Sports Information Dir at BGSU
B A 110 Thur March 9 at 8 00 PM

HOMECOMING 1989
LOGO CONTEST
PRIME TtME'89"
Si 00 00 PRIZE
LOGO CONTEST ENTRY DEADLINE
MARCH 31 st
$100 00 PRIZE
ENTRIES ACCEPTED AT
405 STUDENT SERVICES
* ■ • HOMECOMING 1989 " " *

SERVICES OFFERED

255-7769

Have you witnessed a disappearing???

• • • WANTED • ■ •
Executive Director
Executive Producer
lor
The 1990 Miss BGSU Scholarship Program
Applications In 428 Student Servlcee Deadline
Friday. March 10 at 5 00

St Patrick's Day
Pre-Spring Break party
Wednesday. March 15
at Brathaus
'free mugs, posters, popcorn
•t-shirts. every 15 minutes (7 30-1 pm)
* beer signs at midmght
FUN" FUN' FUN'
The Brothers of Sigma Nu wish to thank Andy
Chizmar for doing such a good fob with our tor
ma.

WANTED 2 roommates lo share my 2 bedroom
apt on 4th and S College Rent $13500
ea/mo ($405 00 summer) Elec $6 00mo
(eel Cal 353 3885 or 353 3451

Area Photo-processing company has posit-on
open for photo lab technician Positive attitude
8 good communication skills more important
than experience Will train Send reply to Attn
Manager 1843 Tiffin Ave. Fmdley. Oh 45840
ATTENTION

BUSINESS'MARKETING
MAJORS! I
Toledo company ottering summer markellng
'sales positions' No prior experience necessary. Must be ambitious, hard working! Base
pay plus commission. Contact Co-op office at
372-2451 or Paul at 372-5355 evenings
fJ-Bpm.
GOVERNMENT JOBS'$16,037 to $69 405
Immediate Hiring' Your area Call (Refundable)
1-51B-459-3611 EXT F 1535A for Federal
List 24 HRS
Horseback riding Instructor for large summer
camp located on Lake Erie at Conneaut. Oho
Responsibilities include teaching, supervision
ot riding staff of lour and animal care Participation in staff community of 60 Salary and room
and board Please contact the camp director
The Rev John Thomas. 216-964-9732 even•ngs CailcoHect
Instructor-part-time (or GMAT test preparation
course. Good lest score and teaching experience required
Northwest Ohio's Hottest Regional Radio
station (classic Hits 106) Has immediate openings on our sales force We are seeking aggresive. intelligent people who aren't afraid ol the
word NO. and feel they can sell anything to
anybody Desire and ability to learn is the only
experience necessary Cal 419-523 4020 for
interview and appointment WQTL is an equal
opportunity employer
Photographer assistant SMI and or video
cameras Wilfcng to learn Phone 352-5820

Sales loan Officer Trainee F/T. P/T Real estate, business background helpful Must be aggressive 4 persuasive. Evenings, weekends
Auto required Salary & bonus Greg Linn.
(800)-227-9910

THE NEW AGE MOVEMENT New fees lor an
old problem Hear Frank Cart-March 12-5pm at
the 8G Church ol The Nazarene • 1291 Conneaut
. . _.
THE OCCULT AND SATANISM - how do they
affect Christians today? Hear Frank Cart March
12 6pm et the BG Church of the Nazarene n 1291 Coonaaut

SUMMER CAMP JOBS IN CLEVELAND
The JCC's Aniaf iekJ Day Camp now hiring
(216)831-0700, exl 351

UAO and Campus Fikna presents
IMAGINE
a movte that portrays the Me story of John
Lennon
Friday a Saturday, March 10 a 11
at 6. 10. and midnight
Imagine Is co-sponsored by WBOU. The movie wMI be shown In 210 MSC and the admission price la SI-SO.
Wanted Tickets lo Bon Jovt Concert in either
Cleveland (Mar 25) or Detroit (Mar 21) Call
Deena 372-6351
WBGU-POWER SB Brings you the best in RaB.
Rap. A Dance Music in NW Ohio every Monday
through Friday 8-10pm on 88.1 FM
Wa believe Sigma Nu is the beat,
cause the black and gold don't take no mess.
We're here to show you with si our might.
That the black and gold la gonna win thta tight'
Go Sigma Nu Bike Race Team '19

1980 FIAT
Low mileage Good cond auto $2,500 nag
353-5537.
1982 Ford Pickup
Excellent Condition asking $5000
354-0735
2 bdrm . 1 story home alum siding Spacious
kit & Family rm 1 bath 2 car gar Just steps
from the Park 8 Downtown Appt Only Days
352-4219. after 6PM 353-6744
All New Tandy 102 Portable Computer. Printer,
disk dnve. casaete recorder $700 00 Neg
372-3129
Brand new Cannondale bike. Extremely low
maeage Asking $400 Call 353-11 56
Coupon Book S80 372-1881.
COUPON BOOK FOR SALE
CALL JESSICA 372-5487
For sale-Super Fox Vixen II super heterodyne
radar detector $100 354-0284
For Sale 1980 Capri Low mile . runs good,
great cond $2100 or best offer. Cal
372-1735
For Saks 1980 Ford Pinto
$300 or best offer
Call 372-2959
For Sale
Sharp microwave $150. brand new Puma Hard
Court II tennis shoes $50. cal 353-5375
Round Trip eiriine ticket to. Tampa/Oriandp.
Fla during Spring Break' (March 1 7-26) Cal
debbie at 372-7076 (Mornings only tues thru
Fri ) or 352-8105 (anytime after 5 pm) and or
weekends
Sporty RENFUEGO 1983-4 black w moon
root, excellent condition Has 4 month warranty. $2900 or best offer Cal 353-3809
Top of the Line Mens Ski Set Up
OHn 771 200 cm Never Mounted. Salomon
957 Racing bindings Never opened.Brand new
racing pants size 32 Willing to deal. Cal mate
353-3794

FOR RENT

Jay mil Apartments
2 bedroom apartments
Available for summer fall
As tow as $405 per month

HELP WANTED

STUDENT SALES GROUP LEADER
Fun-time student position available must be mature, responsible, individual prefer associate
Prof. asst coaches, ex-military or grad Student Minimum age requirement 25 yrs Vey
realistic earnings to $1000 per week This is
not door lo door 1-800-488-3276 ask for
Sherry Williams

Tonight al Brathaus
Featuring 19 oz. Busch beer
Kamlkaii SI
Legal Joint SI

1 Coupon Book S85
1 Microwave S40
Call 353-5548.

The Wood County Sheriff wil accept applications unH 4 30p m on March 14.1969 for the
position of Correction Officer tor the Wood
County Sheriff's Office. Jail Division Applications. |ob description and information on the
selection process may be obtained at the Wood
County Sheriff's Office, first floor. County Office Building. Bowing Green. OH From
8 30am to 4 30p m . Monday thru Friday, or
contact the office by telephoning (419)
354-9336 Wood County Sheriff is an Equal
Opportunity Employer. Male-Female
Toledo Company seeks undergrad or grad for
part-time research associate In Marketing
Department. Will work on telephone survey
research project. Will consider a variety of
makxt Call Carol at the'Co-op Oftlce at
372-2452.
Vehicle Driver for the W S OS
Portage head start Center requires a H S diploma. va#d chauffers kcense A School bus
drivers kcense from state of Ohio before beginning work Prior experience with children 8 low
income families Salary $4 30/hr Send resume to Ursula Denteott W S OS heed start
po box 94 Portage Ohio 43451 Equal opp
Employer

' 1 bedroom & 2 bedroom
(urn ftunturn apartments
' Roommates needed male female
Cal John Newtove Real Estate

354-2260

1 Roommate needed to live in Campus Manor
tor Fall Spring 89-90 Cal 372-4647
2 bdrm house w garage, large rec room
352 1268 after 4
2 Bedroom carpeted appliances, laundry, furnished $450.00 per month call Jerrad Enterprises 419- 536-61 53
3 BR House. 3 Bdr Apt . 1 BR apt close to
campus available m August 12 mo lease
353-1662
Apartment Houses and Rooms
Summer Onry
Carty Rentals 352-7365
Duplex 3 bdrm down. 4 up 2 blocks from college 352-1268 after 4
Houses tor 1989 90 school year
CaH 352-2330 after 5 pm
Need a place to live tor the Fal semester of
1989 We have room for one person m the
Peace House The house is located across
Irom campus (corner ot Thurstin and Pike) Cal
352 7534
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE FOR SUMMER?
ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAMPUS
Fully turn 1 bdrm house Si 25 mo CaH Annat 353-4982 or 372-6503 evenings
Need a place to live this summer
We have openings in the Peace House The
house is located across from campus (corner of
Thurstin and Pike). Cal 352-7534
Needed 1 or 2 female roommates to niahlaaan
apartment for summer
Negotiable Call
372-3895
Now leasing tor summer and fall
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Pnvetagea to chemwood Health Spa
Preferred Properties Co 352-9378
One bedroom apts for grad students. Available
for faH. close to campus 287 3896
Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co
352-9378
Prime location on Manvllle 4-6 people needed
to sublease house May-August. New carpet.
tile, and furniture available If interested please
caH 35 3-505B.
Ralrvlew Mini-Warehouse
(at the comer of Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave > 5X7 -9x15 -9X30
Preferred Properties. Co
352-9376
Sublease an apt for summer 641 8th St Very
cheep. CaH 353-2991
We have a variety of apartments left for May
and August including a 2 bdrm furnished for 4
people. 9 mo lease Call 352-3445 and
maybe we can help you
Wa Made a MISTAKE!
Gary thought I rented the Last two apartments
and I thought He cW So we have two beautiful
Unita left These two Apartments are furnished,
have s Balcony, and the heat. Air conditioning.
water and sewer are provided Rent ot
$485 00 and Electric Each month plus a security deposit is al you pay' The lease is lor twelve
months starting in May Phone 353-7934 after
ai x Ask Gary lor details

